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THE HISTORY OF SLACK

BY: KIMBERLY WEGLIN

“We who walk the narrow line have stood for free thinking for thousands of
years. Let us continue balancing within the world as we understand the
space between.”
- Dean Potter -
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The desire for balance dates back to ancient times and is firmly anchored in
many different cultures. It seems that as long as there have been human
beings and rope, there has been the urge to string that rope between two
posts or trees or buildings or things of any sturdy sort and walk - heel to toe across the span.

In order to explore the long history of our religion, we first have to start by
exploring the predecessors of the slackline -- the slackrope and the
tightwire-- and how these disciplines laid the foundation for our faith.
A
 ncient Greek and Roman Rope-Walkers
While our ritual form of prayer, slacklining, is a relatively new invention, the
act of rope walking has been documented in some form or other since at
least the time of ancient Greece and
Rome. (And that’s just what we know
of! It is theorized that ropes and fibers
have been in existence since at least
32,000 BC, if not longer!)
Rope walking is the true mother of
slacklining.
Like slackliners, rope
walkers used ropes simply anchored at
each end, with no guy wires and no
pole for stabilization. (This was the only
way to perform aerial acts until 1800,
when steel cable was invented.)
The ancient Greeks were fascinated by
rope-walking (though they likely
attributed the skills of rope walkers to
magic more than technique), and had
four different words for rope-walkers:
the Oribat dances on the rope, the
Neurobat sets his rope at great
heights, the Schoenobat flies down the
rope and, the Acrobat does acrobatics

on the rope. In 260 BC Censor Messala did away with these distinctions,
uniting them into a single word: funambulus [funambule], [from funis, a rope,
and ambulare, to walk.]
Many different kinds of balancing acts already existed, including aesthetic
dance movements and satiric routines.
Rope-walkers, together with members of the Senate, wore white to indicate
that they required the special protection of the Gods. Although they were
highly respected, the Greek’s fascination with rope walkers is the very reason
why rope walking was excluded from the Olympics and other public games.
Because of this, rope-walkers slowly started to fall into the classification of
performers rather than gymnasts, and they often became the providence of
jesters and other entertainers.
In Ancient Rome, tightrope dancers
reportedly
put
on
spontaneous
performances high above the streets and
even in the Coliseum. While Ancient
Romans did not discourage the practice,
they appear to have been much more
reserved in their opinion of rope-walkers
than the Greeks, brushing off rope-walking
as more entertainment than sport.
In 165 BC, the Roman playwright Terence
famously had to cancel the first staging of
his play Hecyra after it was disrupted by a
troupe of funambules that supposedly had
just arrived in town. A rumor spread that a
tightrope-walker and boxers were about to
perform, and the inattentive audience lost
their interest in his act. Terence himself
refers to this failure in the prologues to two
subsequent productions:

“ita populus studio stupidus in funambulo
animum occuparat.”
“The crowd dumb with desire wanted
a tightrope walker.” (Hec. 4-5)
“quom primum eam agere coepi, pugilum gloria
(funambuli eodem accessit exspectatio)
comitum conventus, strepitus, clamor mulierum
facere ut ante tempus exirem foras.
“As soon as I began the show, a love of boxers
(hope of tightrope walkers also intervened)
attracted such a crowd, clamor, women’s shouts,
that I had to exit prematurely.” (Hec. 33-36)
In an excerpt from the Historia Augusta, reported by Julius Capitolinus,
Marcus Aurelius apparently ordered that “mattresses should always be put
underneath the ropes” of tightrope walkers (who were often young boys)
after a little boy rope-walker fell at one of his celebrations. From this, we can
reason that Roman tightropes were high enough to get hurt while falling, but
not so high as to make safety precautions pointless.
Furthermore, Roman writers were already beginning to recognize the many
principles and lessons that tightrope walking taught and how well those
lessons could be applied to other areas of life. Tertullian, an early Christian
author from Carthage, in the Roman province of Africa, uses rope walking as
an analogy to demonstrate the challenges Christians face while trying to
have faith in their willpower and find balance on the line of modesty and
chastity, all the while staving off the constant threat of temptation to fall into
sin:
“Come, you rope-walker upon modesty, and chastity, and every kind of sexual
sanctity, who, by the instrumentality of a discipline of this nature remote from
the path of truth, mount with uncertain footstep upon a most slender thread,
balancing flesh with spirit, moderating your animal principle by faith,
tempering your eye by fear; why are you thus wholly engaged in a single
step? Go on, if you succeed in finding power and will, while you are so secure,
and as it were upon solid ground. For if any wavering of the flesh, any

distraction of the mind, any wandering of the eye, shall chance to shake you
down from your equipoise..” - De Pudicitia (On Modesty)
Just like Greece, Rome disallowed ropewalkers to the Games, but for different
reasons. Pausanias wrote, “Their activity didn’t improve the body or the mind,
and could only be called violent and life-endangering.” The culture of the
time was that it was all right for rope-walkers to appear at celebrations and
other triumphs, yet they were denied licence to compete amongst
themselves at public games.
These vastly different reactions to rope walkers throughout ancient Greece
and Rome highlight a pattern in human thought that we continue to see
even today. For some reason, rope walking seems to inspire strong and
intense reactions in anyone that observes it. For as long as there have been
rope walkers, opinions on the activity have been split in two: inspirational or
reckless.
As the rope-dancers became alienated from the Roman
world of sport and athletics, many found themselves
among the attractions at circuses and sideshows along
with the magicians, jugglers, jesters, and mountebanks
(tricksters and charlatans). Under the influence of these
group, they started to supplement their show with
satire, attacking the moral betrayals of politics and
society with grotesque caricatures of its nuptial dances.
(They would never have dared to do this in Greece,
where the art of rope-walking was held in the highest regard as part of the
education of the young.)
In more recent times, we have found further proof to collaborate these
stories. Buried for 1700 years under the same volcanic ash that buried
Pompeii, ancient plaster paintings dating as far back as AD 79 were
discovered that appear to depict what look like small demons walking on
tightropes stretched over what some interpret to be A-frames, a structure
slackliners continue to use today.
Rope walkers also began to find themselves at odds with the new found
religion Christianity. Hell-bent on daring acts, they set up their ropes at great
heights without the protection of a net or mattress. St. John Chrysostom is

said to have described how “They could barely walk up and down on them, a
blink of an eye or any loss in concentration would have been enough to
consign them to the dust.’ Moreover, a few tightrope-walkers were
attempting to pull the stunts of the rope-dancers at such heights: ‘They
undress’, writes St John, ‘and then get dressed again, as though they had just
got out of bed. Some of the audience daren’t watch out of modesty, others
out of fear.’ Between the fear of some and the morals of others began a long
battle for our faith.
Korea
Simultaneously, in another part of the world, Koreans may have been
developing their version of rope-walking known as Jultagi. There is no hard
evidence of when this practice originated, but many believe that it could date
back to as early as 57 BC. Jultagi is now considered an integral part of South
Korea’s culture and is even officially included and protected in their list of
Important Intangible Cultural Properties.
Korea’s rope walking is far from
simply walking on a rope. While
most tightropers focus on
purely acrobatic skills, the
traditional Korean performance
of Jultagi is a unique art that
distinctively combines music
and witty dialogue to tell a story
and entertain viewers. The
performance generally includes
a rope walker who executes a
variety of acrobatic feats on the
rope, along with jokes, mimicry, song, and dance, while an earthbound clown
engages the tightrope walker in joking banter, and a team of musicians plays
music to accompany the entertainment.
A ritual to the Gods for a successful rope walk takes place before the
performance. After that, the clown will begin to create friendliness and
familiarity by sharing food with the audience and lightening the atmosphere
while the band heightens the ambience. The tightrope walker starts with
simpler feats, gradually moving to more difficult acrobatics that can last

several hours. There are more than 40 kinds of Jultagi techniques including
leaping with one foot on the line, touching the nose with feet in the air,
sitting and lying on the rope, jumping up after kneeling with one knee and
then landing on the rope in a cross-legged sitting position, and sometimes
pretending to fall down. Only one who has mastered acrobatics, sound, witty
talk, and dance through endless practice can walk on the rope.
When such various skills mix and find a balance, the tightrope walking
performance becomes an art in and of itself, and the skills of the rope walker
are evaluated by his ability to carry out such elements of the performance.
While the rope walker performs in the sky, the partner clown rest on the
ground. Depending on the atmosphere of the audience, the partner clown
sings and dances. He not only facilitates communication between the rope
walker and the musician, but also encourages the audience by actively
participating in the performance. The main repertoire of the clown dialogue
is criticizing and mocking corrupt monks and aristocrats. The rope walker
expresses the emotions and sentiments of commoners by performing on the
rope and harshly satirizing the nobility on behalf of the commoners. For
example, when the rope walker sits cross-legged on the line, it can be
representative of the commoners pretending to sit like the fancy aristocrats.
At the climax of the performance, the
rope walker begins the act of Salpan.
The performer bounces high in the air,
executes a complete turn in mid air
before sitting cross-legged on the rope.
This is when he shows off his best, most
demanding
techniques.
After the
excitement dies down with the Salpan,
the performance comes to an end.
Today, Jultagi performers are frequently invited to local festivals that take
place throughout the country, particularly in spring and autumn.
Transmission of tightrope walking in Korea is currently centred in the Jultagi
Safeguarding Association in Gyeonggi Province. There are two types of
training: apprenticeship education where masters educate practitioners and
take on students, and public education which takes various forms such as
school training, experience classes, and summer camps.

*Fun Fact: A group of Gibbon athletes visited Korea in 2010 to appear on a
television show about the similarities between slacklining and Jultagi, and
were shocked to see traditional Jultagi performers doing many tricks very
similar to those in slacklining. A between-the-legs butt bounce is now named
“The Korean” out of respect for a culture that has been performing it for more
than 2000 years.*
Russia
Perhaps the most interesting of
funambulists live in a tiny village on
Russia’s southern fringe. Though no
one is quite sure why or when the
tradition started, every able bodied
person in the village of Tsovkra-1 is a
tightrope walker.
The most popular theory holds that
the young men of the village wanted
shorter, faster access to the young
women in a neighboring village. Bypassing the mountainous terrain by
tightrope proved faster than foot travel, and so they strung a rope from one
side of the valley to the other and hauled themselves across. To show off their
bravado and the depth of their love, the most daring began to walk the rope
and the skill became a prized test of manhood. Young women desired to
reciprocate that travel convenience, and so a tradition was born.
The more likely explanation, however, is
the tradition may have started due to
poor weather in the region that often
destroyed rickety footbridges across
fast-flowing rivers. While the bridges
were being repaired, villagers had to
make do with a rope.
Either way, tradition dictates that
training must start as soon as one starts
walking-- hence, the craft of tightrope
walking is passed from generation to

generation at a very early age. After-school games and extra-curricular
activities mean only one thing in Tsovkra-1: balancing on a wire one story
above the ground. Children practice in any weather and even during the
winter when the temperature can drop to minus 10C. A villager named Tuti
told The Independent, “I first walked the tightrope when I was about six-years
old. I was scared at first. Now I’m never scared, not of the tightrope, and not of
anything.”
Because of this unique tradition, the village
of Tsovkra-1 has produced many of the
world’s best tightrope walkers. Their glory
days came in the decades following World
War II when Soviet Circuses rose in
popularity. Circuses recruited the village’s
best performers and made the region
famous for its people’s unusual skills. The
performers entertained crowds across the
world with daredevil acrobatics and won the
Soviet Union’s highest award for artists.
Nowadays, times have changed and most
people leave the village for an easier life in
bigger cities. Because of this, the population of Tsovkra has fallen from about
3,000 in 1980 to a mere 400 today. Despite this, the village is doing everything
it can to revive its reputation as a world tightrope walking centre.
Europe
To understand the significance of gatherings to our people, we must first
understand fairs--what they were, where they were held, and how they were
eventually used to oppress our people.
A fair is a temporary market where buyers and sellers gather to transact
business. Historically, fairs were created to promote trade and solve the early
problems of distribution. They provided an opportunity for the demonstration
of skills and crafts, the exchange of ideas, and the bartering of goods. They
concentrated supply and demand in certain places at certain times, and were
usually developed or held at points of major caravan route intersections and
wherever people congregated for religious festivals.

Festivals and fairs were so important to trade and commerce in ancient
Rome that they became a primary feature of the Roman calendar and a
fixture of Roman religious life during both the Republican and Imperial eras.
The government encouraged Roman people to celebrate these state holidays
or “Feriae” ("holidays" in the sense of "holy days") with public funding and
days off of work. The Romans eventually introduced these markets and fairs
all over northern Europe to encourage trade within their conquered
provinces.
In every great cult, religion and commerce are inextricably linked. In the first
centuries of Christendom, “The first fairs were formed by the gathering of
worshippers and pilgrims in
sacred places, and especially
within or about the walls of
abbeys and cathedrals on the
Feast days of the Saints
enshrined in them. ... Bishops
and abbots, of course, never
overlooked the reasonable
source of profit to their
shrines and the maintainers of
them, which would be derived
from tolls upon the trade
occasioned by themselves,
and carried on within the
bounds of their own lawful
jurisdiction.”
[Morley,
“Memoirs of Bartholomew
Fair”].
The
fair
is
where
the
rope-walker made his living.
Sometimes they would simply
perform high above the fair,
other times they would team
up with other performers
(bear tamers, contortionists,
etc), and sometimes they

would be sponsored by a merchant in advance who would put up a curtain
and charge an entrance fee
During the fifth century in France, a series of Councils of Bishops began to
attack the mountebanks’ companies (which rope-walkers were often a part
of) and treat them as though they were evil on earth. At the time,
rope-walkers generally practiced their craft exclusively at markets and fairs,
which were always held near the Church or in the churchyard itself. So when
the Châlon Council in 549 AD forbade them to come near the Church’s
property, what they were doing was virtually putting a ban on the ‘profane’
art of rope-walking. Moreover, around 554 AD, Childbert, King of the Francs,
was said to have forbade the clerics from watching the mountebanks at all.
Over the next couple hundred years, further French Councils continued to
rule out any form of entertainment for the clerics which led to rope-walkers
being seen as strangers apart from society. To make matters worse, Philippe
Auguste, King of France from 1180 to 1223, kicked Mountebanks out of the
French Court where for centuries they had been welcome.
While rope-walkers lost some huge privileges in 5th-century France, things
seem to have got back on track by the 1300s. In the Middle Ages, a tightrope
act was thought to be essential to give any public event its proper air of
mystery, thus rope
walkers
started
appearing in many
grand displays. During
the lavish coronation
of Queen Isabeau in
1389 Paris, it is said
that a cord had been
placed
from
the
towers
of
the
Cathedral
of
Notre-Dame to the
roof of the highest
house on the Pont St. Michel. A funambulist acrobat then went down the
cord singing, with two lighted candles in his hands.
Christine de Pisan documented: ‘There was a man in Paris, in the reign of
good King Charles, who could tumble and jump and do such tricks on the

rope that no one today would believe had they not been witnessed at the
time. He would stretch thin ropes from the towers of Notre-Dame to the
Palace and on these ropes he would leap and perform such feats of agility
that he seemed to be flying. Therefore he became known as ’Le Voleur’. I saw
him myself as did many others. He was said to have no equal in his art, which
he performed many times before the King. One day however, he missed his
footing on the rope and fell from such a height that he broke all his bones.
“Surely,” said the King when he learned of it, “bad luck must befall the man
who presumes so much of his senses, his strength, his lightness or any other
thing.”
This trend continued at the coronation of Edward VI in Westminister in 1547.
According to the “Archeologia Britannica”:
‘There was a great rope, as great as the cable of a ship, stretched from the
battlements of St. Paul’s [London] steeple, with a great anchor at one end,
fastened a little before the Dean of Saint Paul’s house-gate; and when His
Majesty approached near the same, there came a man, a stranger being a
native of Aragon, lying on the rope with his head forward, casting his arms
and legs abroad, running on his breast on the rope from the battlements to
the ground, as if it had been an arrow out of a bow. Then he came to His
Majesty, and kissed his foot; and so, after certain words to his Highness, he
departed from him again, and went upwards upon the rope, till he came
over the midst of the churchyard, where he, having a rope about him, played
certain mysteries on the rope, as tumbling, and casting one leg from
another. Then took he the rope, and tied it to the cable, and tied himself by
the right leg a little space beneath the wrist of the foot, and hung by one leg
a certain space, and after recovered himself again with the said rope and
unknit the knot, and came down again.’
When Philip of Spain arrived in London to meet Queen Mary in 1554, a rope
walker paid his respects to the occasion via rope. And in Venice in the
mid-16th century, the annual Carnival gained a new opening tradition —
Svolo del Turco (Flight of the Angel) — when a Turkish acrobat walked on a
rope strung between the bell tower of the St. Mark’s Church and a boat
docked on the Piazzetta.
In 1556, Hieronymus Cardanus praised rope walkers in De Subtilitate: “Those
who dance on the rope, who call themselves Funambuli, are the most daring

of all men, taming the laws of nature with artiface. Indeed rope-dancing has
its origins in natural magic. For the art of magic depends on natural causes
and what is admirable in it comes from the occult and the hidden.”
Despite all these grand public performances and shows of praise and support
around Europe, tightrope walkers in the late 1600s in England once again
became associated with a disreputable element, including pickpockets,
streetwalkers, and conmen. The people of Charing Cross complained that
rope-dancer Jacob Hall’s booth attracted so many rogues to the area that
they constantly lose things out of their shops. They started a petition against
him, and the Chief Justice told him in court that his booth is a nuisance to the
parish. In his early-1700s song collection “Pills to Purge Melancholy,” Thomas
D’Urfey wrote: “In houses of boards men walk upon cords / An easy as
squirrels crack filbords / The cut-purses they do bite, and rob away.” And over
in France, French Councils continued to target and persecute Mountebanks
and Funambule, following complaints from the Paris priests that Sunday
mass was being deserted for the rope-dancers show. The “trouble-makers”
were thereafter confined to the fairs of Saint-Germain and Saint-Laurent.
One
of
the
most
famous
funambulists of the late 1700s was
Madame Saqui. She performed
many
times
for
Napoleon
Bonaparte, often walking a wire
with fireworks exploding all around
her. She honored the celebration of
the birth of his heir by walking
between
the
towers
of
the
Notre-Dame cathedral, performed
at
Vauxhall
Gardens,
and is
mentioned in Thackeray’s Vanity Fair--to name a few of her incredible
accomplishments; Furthermore, she ran her own circus theater for some time
and continued to perform well into her 70s.
The 1800s brought acrobats and other similar performers indoors as
businesses and showmen opened more permanent circus venues. Pablo
Fanque was the first nonwhite circus proprietor in Victorian Britain, and he
began his performance career doing equestrian stunts and rope walking. He
started the Pablo Fanque’s Circus Royal, in which he continued to perform; it

quickly became the most popular circus in the area, and remained so for 30
years. Fanque toured all around the UK for years and also held many circus
benefits — one of which, for circus performer William Kite, inspired the
Beatles song “Being for the Benefit of Mr. Kite.”
Ultimately, the teeter totter of public approval and lack thereof went back
and forth for many, many centuries in Europe. Outlawed through history by
government, organized sport, and religion, it is a wonder that line walking
persisted at all.
United States
Rope walking was prevalent in many
cultures all over the Eastern
hemisphere for centuries, but didn’t
make it across the Atlantic until the
first American circus in 1793.
Decades later, in 1859, Jean François
Gravelet of France, known more
famously
as
Charles
Blondin,
elevated rope walking to a high art
when he made the first daring
crossing of Niagara Falls on a 1000
foot long (305m), 270 ft high (82m),
3-inch hemp cord. It is estimated
that Blondin made over 300
crossings of this incredible line….and
he did it in style. With every crossing, he would put on a slightly different
show--just because he could. He also understood the appeal of the morbid to
the masses, and revelled when gamblers began to take bets on whether he
would plunge to a watery death.
Once, he crossed it blindfolded. Another time he stopped midway to sit down
and enjoy a beer that he hauled up on a rope from the Maid of the Mist tour
boat below him. He crossed it while pushing a wheelbarrow, walking on stilts,
riding a bicycle, and standing on a chair with only one of its legs balanced on
the rope. He crossed at night, using a locomotive headlight affixed to either
side of the cable to illuminate the way. He crossed carrying a table and chair,

stopping in the middle to try to sit down and prop up his legs. The chair
tumbled into the water and Blondin nearly followed, but was able to recover.
He sat down on the cable and ate a piece of cake, washed down with
champagne. On one his most famous crossings, he carried a stove and
utensils on his back, walked to the center of the cable, started a fire, and
cooked an omelette! When it was ready, he lowered the breakfast to
passengers on the deck of the Maid of the Mist. He even carried his manager
on his back! Blondin reportedly gave his manager these instructions: “Look
up, Harry.… you are no longer Colcord, you are Blondin. Until I clear this place,
be a part of me, mind, body, and soul. If I sway, sway with me. Do not attempt
to do any balancing yourself. If you do we will both go to our death.”
For years after, many wirewalkers tried to outdo his
performances. In 1860, the Great Farini (William
Leonard Hunt), one of the most celebrated acrobats
in Europe at the time, duplicated many of Blondin’s
stunts including carrying a man on his back, crossing
with a sack over his entire body, doing somersaults,
and hanging from his feet. His greatest achievement
was crossing the Falls with a washing machine
strapped to his back. He stopped midpoint to wash
several handkerchiefs that he then autographed and
gave out to his waiting admirers. (Damn, he’s
smooth!) In 1876, Maria Spelterini, a circus performer from the age of 3,
became the first woman to walk a wire over Niagara Falls. She is most well
known for crossing while her hands and feet were manacled, crossing with a
paper bag over her head, and crossing with peach baskets on her feet.
The difference between Blondin’s and Farini and Spelterini’s crossings were
what they walked on: Blondin walked on a hemp
rope, whereas Farini and Spelterini walked on
highwires. Technically, rope walking was the only
way to perform aerial acts until the mid 1800s
when steel cable was invented. Until then, the
terms “tightrope”, “ropewalker,” and “rope
dancer” were correct because artists used ropes
tensioned between two points. Yet “tightrope”
today is a very misused word. What most people
mean when they refer to a “tightrope” walker is

actually a “highwire” walker, as the “tightroper” is actually walking on a steel,
cable wire. These cables are anchored not only at each end, but also with guy
wires (cavalletti wires), attached at intervals along the wire, to stabilize the
line and prevent most of the side-to-side movement.
Actual rope walking was much more difficult and dangerous than highwire
walking. Furthermore, wires allowed performers to accomplish much more
technically difficult tricks than they could on a rope, thus most circus
performers switched to this style of rigging and walking. This was the
beginning of the highwire era.
Highwire walking only grew more and more popular after that. From 1905
(when he was 39 years old) to 1948, Ivy
Baldwin, a daredevil balloonist and
funambulist, set up a permanent 635
foot long wire, 582 feet high above South
Boulder Creek in Eldorado Canyon in
Colorado. He performed his act 86 times
over the course of the 43 years it was up.
His crossings took six and a half minutes,
and he always wore cloth shoes with
rosin soles and carried a 26-foot
balancing pole. There were several occasions where the crowd feared he
would fall to his death: Once, he was temporarily blinded and had to be
guided across by the voices of his assistants. Another time, wind gusts of a
quick-moving storm caught him in the center of his act, and he hung by his
knees for a half an hour until the storm subsided. Baldwin walked that line for
the last time on his 82nd birthday.
Apparently, he had wanted to continue
doing it year after year, but members
in his family essentially “grounded” him
from continuing. The highwire was left
up until 1974 when it was taken down
so as not to tempt adventurous youth.
The name Wallenda is perhaps the
most recognizable family name in the
circus world. Karl Wallenda, the
founder of the group, was an incredible

and iconic wire walker. By the age of 16, he was doing handstands on the
shoulders of a German wire walker 40 feet in the air. The Wallendas have
been performing in circuses worldwide for many generations, some accounts
claim a circus history as far back as 1780. The family's American circus history
began in 1928 when Karl Wallenda and his troupe of high wire artist arrived in
the United States to perform with the Ringling Brothers and Barnum and
Bailey Circus. In 1948, the Flying Wallendas debuted their most famous
stunt-- one of the most dangerous and thrilling acts ever performed in
modern circuses--the seven-person chair pyramid. In recent years, the
Wallenda family has split into several troupes, with some continuing to
entertain crowds around the world.
One of the most recognized members of the family is Nik Wallenda. On
October 15, 2008, Nik broke the world record for the highest and longest bike
ride on a high wire live on NBC's Today. On June 15, 2012, he also became the
first aerialist to walk directly
over
Niagara
Falls
(The
previous crossings were made
above the water near the
location
of
the
current
Rainbow Bridge). Wallenda
described the legal battle as
the biggest challenge of his
career and "probably more
remarkable" than the walk
itself. (Six previous high-profile
wire walkers had failed in their
attempts to gain approval to
walk the Falls since 1971).The
line was 2200 feet long (671m) and he crossed at the river’s widest point. To
train for that feat, he walked wires over water near his him in Florida while a
caravan of airboats swarmed around him, blasting him with winds up to 78
mph to approximate the winds and spray of the falls. Due to the location, the
wire could not use supports and had to be custom made. As a result, the wire
was able to sway significantly in the breeze, making the crossing more
difficult than it would have otherwise been. It was the first time in Wallenda's
career that he performed without guy wire stabilizers. The wire he performed
on was two inches (five centimeters) in diameter, significantly wider than the
5/8 of an inch wire Wallenda typically uses, and weighed roughly 8.5 tons

(7,700 kg).The extra width was necessary to make the cable strong enough to
withstand
the
tension
required. On June 23, 2013,
Wallenda became the first
aerialist to walk over the
Little Colorado River Gorge
at the Grand Canyon. The
event was broadcast live on
the Discovery Channel, with
a ten second delay….just in
case.
The
line
was
approximately 1,400 feet
(430m) long and 1,500 feet
(460 m) high, making it the highest walk of his career (about 7 times the
height of the Niagara crossing). He walked it in 22 minutes, 54 seconds, using
a 2-inch-thick (5.1 cm) wire and carrying a 30-foot long (9.1m) balancing pole
weighing 43 pounds (20 kg). Wallenda faced a series of obstacles as he
crossed including a slippery wire, dust in his eyes, and wind, ultimately
claiming that the walk was unusually stressful and more difficult than he had
anticipated. On November 2, 2014, Nik successfully crossed a wire between
two Chicago skyscrapers and set two new Guinness World Records: one for
walking the steepest tightrope incline between two buildings (19 degrees)
and the other for the highest tightrope walk while blindfolded.
Another extremely well known name in the realm of rope walkers is the great
Philippe Petit. In 1971, Petit rigged a line between the towers of the cathedral
of Notre Dame de Paris and walked as priests were being ordained inside. On
August 7, 1974, Petit became a household name when he executed his most
famous stunt--what many called the “artistic crime of the century”-- walking
a wire between the Twin Towers of
the World Trade Center in New
York City. This walk took him
nearly six years of planning, during
which time he had to learn
everything he could about the
buildings and their construction,
how to accommodate such issues
as the swaying of the high towers
due to wind (which was part of

their design), how to rig a 200 ft (61m) steel cable across the 138 ft (42m) gap
between towers (at a height of 1,368 ft (417m)), how to gain entry with his
partners to scout and rig, and how to get heavy equipment to the rooftops.
To gain entry, they made fake IDs based on one from a worker in the building
and claimed they were construction workers. They carefully studied clothing
that the construction workers wore and the tools they used. They observed
the routines of employees--the times they arrived and left--to determine
when they would have roof access. Petit pretended to be a journalist so that
he could gain permission to interview the workers on the roof to collect even
more observations.Since the buildings were still in construction, they even
rented a helicopter to scout the rooftops and take photos. Using these
photos, drawings, and observations, Petit meticulously constructed a scale
model of the towers in
order to design the
needed
rigging
to
prepare for the wire
walk. When the day
finally
came,
he
performed
or
45
minutes, making eight
passes along the wire,
1,350 ft (411m) above
the ground. When
NYPD officers learned
of his stunt, they came
up to the roofs of both
buildings to try to persuade him to get off the wire, but Petit only got off
when it started to rain. There was extensive news coverage and public
appreciation of his walk, and the district attorney even dropped all formal
charges of trespassing in exchange for giving a free aerial show to children in
Central Park. “He executed the perfect crime and the world loved him for it,”
confessed Guy F. Tozzoli, president of the World Trade Center Association.
Mordicai Gerstein, the man who wrote the children’s book The Man Who
Walked Between the Towers, may have described it best when he wrote,
“Petit looked not at the towers, but at the space between them.” His walk was
credited with bringing the Twin Towers much needed attention and affection
as they initially had been unpopular due to their ‘ugly and utilitarian’ design;
the building owners gave him a lifetime pass to the Twin Towers' Observation
Deck and let him autograph a steel beam close to where he began his walk.

Some years after that in 1989, mayor Jacques Chirac of France invited him to
walk an inclined wire strung from the ground at the Place du Trocadéro to
the second level of the Eiffel Tower, crossing the Seine, to celebrate the 200th
anniversary of the French Revolution.
Slack Chains
On the other side of the country, in the mid 1950s, the art of balance was
slowly developing into our favorite activity out of the rich climbing culture of
Yosemite Valley. Inspired by Ivy Baldwin’s line in Eldorado Canyon (still
hanging in place since 1905), Colorado climbers Pat Ament and Van Freeman
began practicing on a short slack chain. When they brought their
balance-trainer to Yosemite National Park in California in the mid 1960s, they
were surprised to find that others, like climbing legend Chuck Pratt, had
already been walking chains for two decades. In fact, Pratt was quite adept
on the slack chain and was able to juggle three or four wine bottles at a time
while standing on it. In an Alpinist article written by Dean Potter, TM Herbert,
a Valley regular since the Golden Age, recalls, “Pratt was always into some
sort of that circus stuff, juggling bottles or balancing on things. He used to
walk the metal railings at Glacier Point [in the mid-1950s] and any other
chains and cables he could find.” John Gill, the father of modern day
bouldering and training for climbing, was also well versed in the discipline,
and he would frequently take a thirty-foot length of light chain for balance
games when he toured the climbing campgrounds of the Black Hills and
Tetons in the 1950s and 60s. The slack chain went on to become an important
and revered tradition throughout the 70’s in Camp 4 as a way for climbers to
train, challenge their minds, improve their balance, and relax after long days
of climbing. Remembers Ron Kauk of the era, “People were always doing
some kind of balance thing, walking on top of beer bottles or running along
the top of knife-edge boulders. We were kind of hippies grooving to Hendrix,
wearing cool clothes, but we were also professionals. You’d do your 100
pull-ups [but] you also had to walk the flat chain.” “It was a part of being in our
gang,” agrees Rick Cashner. Dean Fiddelman, the unofficial-official team
photographer of the Stonemasters, the creator of Stone Nudes, and longtime
Valley resident, echoes this sentiment in the Adventure Sports Journal, “If you
were living a climbing lifestyle, you slack-chained. If you didn’t, it meant you
weren’t part of our culture.”

Outside Camp 4, line walking remained relatively rare in the climbing
community. But that all changed in 1974 when Philippe Petit walked the
Twin Towers and brought the art of the highwire back to the forefront of
American consciousness. As said earlier, it was widely lauded as the “artistic
crime of the century,” and Dean Potter believed that “Petit’s freedom of
expression had connected with Americans, perhaps reminding them of their
country’s founding values.”
Adam, Jeff, and Nylon
Synthetic nylon was invented in 1935, but it took a long time for climbers to
discover its application as a balance apparatus. Dean Potter’s article, The
Space Between, written for Alpinist magazine, accounts for what happened
next: Not too much later, “In the early 1980s, Adam Grosowsky, a student at
Evergreen College in Olympia, Washington, made one of his regular trips to
Yosemite, where, he recalls, ‘I was getting the normal thrashing and thought,
fuck this place, I’m getting hammered. As I was going through Camp 4, I saw
this bronze god walking a slack chain. He was buffed as hell and I thought, is
everybody in this place superhuman? Later I found out it was Ron Kauk.’
When Grosowsky went back to Evergreen, he set up his own line. [He couldn’t
find a chain to walk on, so he stretched a piece of nylon webbing.] ‘At first I
tried walking three-eights-inch climbing rope but it rolled and didn’t feel
right. There was some super tape [climbing webbing] laying there so I tried
it…and was like, ‘oh my God, this is the bomb!’”
The flat, grippy surface of the webbing, along with its elasticity and
lightweight properties, opened up a new universe of balance possibilities.
Soon, Grosowsky hooked up with classmate Jeff Ellington, and the two found
a way to rig tubular webbing and add tension with what is now called the
“primitive system” or the “Ellington system.” A precursor to today’s pulley and
ratcheting systems, the Ellington utilizes search and rescue techniques,
replacing pulleys with climbing carabiners to create a mechanical advantage.
The two became inseparable, practicing “thousands of hours” on the
tensioned, bouncy, webbing they called “the slack wire.” They both preferred
to walk on 3/4 inch, flat, nylon lines at a length of about 20 feet. Adam
became extremely skilled in performing handstands on the line, while they
both became skilled in surfing, juggling, and just about every other circus skill

you can imagine. They even created a three-club passing (juggling) routine
between themselves while balanced simultaneously on the same line.
As much as they
loved practicing on
the nylon, the two
were
fascinated
with wire walking
history and circus
culture from the
start. In 1981 they
performed leashless
on a 30-foot (9 m)
highwire
cable
strung 25 feet (8 m)
over a concrete floor as part of a project to recreate a traditional one-ring
circus in The Evergreen State College's main performance auditorium.
According to Scott Balcom, sometime after that, the two mentioned that
they also set up a small highwire in Joshua Tree somewhere near the Real
Hidden Valley, but it wasn’t very high or long.
Dean continues: “They’d cruise to the Valley whenever possible, but on one
extended trip in the summer of 1983, their longest lowline was confiscated by
the Park Service, who considered it abandoned property. Ellington chuckles,
‘We needed to let the Valley floor cool down… [So we] headed for the safety of
the Lost Arrow Spire.’” [Instead of rigging on nylon, they attempted to rig the
spire using a steel cable, and ended up breaking a bolt on the Spire tip in the
process.] “Ellington recounts his first steps on the Lost Arrow highline: ‘The
anchor on the Tip was rusted [quarter-inch] bolts with ancient hangers. After
we tensioned the line I went for it. I was just standing there a few steps out,
when the line sharply twanged. One of the bolts had broken, shock loading
the other crap!” The two were understandably done, but their attempt was a
breakthrough. Yosemite locals, used to thinking of their lines in vertical terms,
realized suddenly that another frontier existed in between the sheer walls.”
The Beginning of the Beginning
Adam and Jeff’s attempt at the Spire was powerful in another way as well.
Scott Balcom, Chris Carpenter, and Darrin Carter also happened to be in the

Valley in the summer of ‘83, and just so happened to run into Adam and Jeff
practicing on their nylon. After their failed attempt, in Scott Balcom’s words,
“my purpose was born.” And with that, the Slacklife was born that day, too.
But let’s back up a bit and explain a few things first.
Who is Scott Balcom, Chris Carpenter, and Darrin Carter? Why are they so
important?
Well, we went straight to the source to find out. What follows is a direct
account of events from the man himself, Scott Balcom, telling us all about it:
Scott Balcom, Chris Carpenter, and Darrin Carter were all childhood friends
that grew up together. Darrin transferred to Scott’s school in third grade, and
Chris was three years younger, a kid that lived up the street.
Scott Balcom discovered rope walking at nine or ten (around 1973) when his
older brother, Ric, came home one day with a hemp rope and said, “Let’s
stretch this between two points and walk on it. My friend Kurt does it and it's
pretty cool.” So they did, but no one could walk it very well. Nobody could
really do more than four steps. But for some reason, Scott had this feeling
“that THIS is my thing. I’m good at this. Even though the neighbor kid across
the street could run four steps, I could walk slowly four steps...and that made
me way better than him.”
Scott continues the story: “All through my childhood I climbed on houses that
they were building. Back then, they framed houses with diagonal braces and
we’d climb all over those things and walk right on the edge of them… And I
had a big tree house with big rope swings, and I used to walk on the railroad
tracks. We did a lot of stuff like that...it was the 70's. We were the crash test
dummies of the future. We did a lot of painful shit…. So by the time that
balancing on parking lot chains and cables was a thing, I was already doing
that…. I was already doing that when I met Chongo, who at that time was
Chuck in Joshua Tree in May of ‘81.
Darrin Carter was with me, and we met Chuck, and he took us climbing and
taught us how to climb. I had been itching for something like that. I really
wanted to climb, but I figured, ‘How do you learn?’ There were no climbing
gyms or anything back then. If you didn't know somebody that climbed, you

did not learn to climb. Maybe you could learn to rappel on your own, but
there was no internet...no books on it, I mean...there was nothing.
We ended up spending a couple more days with him and then we left. And
he was 29 and we were...I don't even think Darrin was 18 yet. I was 18...and I
thought that he was way older than us and we would never see him again.
But then when we were leaving, Chuck said, "Oh! Here's my number. I work in
Hollywood some of the time, and I don't have a car. You could come pick me
up and we can go to the mountains.” And I'm like, "Alright.” So we became
friends with him...and he wasn't completely homeless back then. He
programmed computers and he worked for someone that actually did
programming for other businesses, but he would camp at their place in
Hollywood.
I would go out and pick him up, and we would drive to Joshua Tree...and a
little later, Yosemite. And then one day Chuck's like, "Oh yeah! You gotta walk
on parking lot chains! This is the thing in Yosemite." And I'm like...I can do
that. I’ve already been doing that. And that was something that I could walk
all the way across without falling. I was really good at it.
And so...some time went by. And in 1983, Chris Carpenter, Darrin, and I show
up in Yosemite, and Adam Grosowsky and Jeff Ellington have slacklines set
up in this little strip...now it's part of the Lodge
employee housing area in Yosemite. But that used
to be a parking lot, and we used to camp there.
Well, you weren't allowed to camp IN the parking
lot, but people would picnic in there and there's a
little strip of trees. Adam and Jeff were set up
there, and they were walking back and forth on
this narrow, nylon line, and they were doing crazy
shit. Adam could do a handstand, and he could
swing the line back and forth, and he was really
good. They could pass clubs back and forth... and
Chris and I were like, "Man, THAT is the shit."
At that moment, when I met Adam and Jeff...it
impacted my life A LOT. It impacted their life, a lot
less. (I actually met Adam years later, they flew us
to New York for some Saturday morning TV show

in ‘06...NBC or Good Morning America or whatever...and he didn't remember
me at all.)
And that was the first time I had ever seen nylon webbing used for
slacklining. Camp 4 at that time had a chain, and it was like a gym there. They
had bar dips and pull up bars and finger tip bars and, of course, the slack
chain. And that was there for a long time. If there is one now, it is not the
same one that used to be there. Adam told us that he had shown up and
seen the slack chain a few years earlier, and that he couldn't walk it. So he
went home and he couldn't find a chain to walk on, and ended up stretching
a piece of nylon webbing instead.
Now, just before this, I had an old....well, Chuck had a
bunch of old climbing gear. And some of it was
useful, and some of it wasn't. And he even had a
whole rack of Friends [cams]...back then the
aluminum stem Friends was the best you had... but
he made us learn to lead trad climbs with our hexes.
And he's like, “You need to use hex's because it's too
easy with cams. You don't want to make it easy. Then
you can climb hard.”
So I had taken a rope-- it was the old goldline. I don't know if you've ever seen
a piece of this rope, but it was twisted climbing rope. I don't know what it was
like back in the 50s when this rope was from...I mean, this rope was older than
me probably, and it was really, really stiff. It was more for roping a cow or
something. But I stretched it up and was walking on it. And it was really
difficult to walk because it would roll off
your feet, so you had to be really careful
with it. And this is before I had ever seen
slacklining. I had considered walking on
nylon webbing, but I thought it would
just be too squirrely. But Adam...he had
this mastery of the squirreliness that was
mind blowing. I mean, he did different
things than people do now, but he would
be pretty good for now. Like he walked
on a short line, but he was doing
handstands and juggling and stuff.

Anyway... so Adam and Jeff had a cable set up in the forest out someplace
away from camp. They were practicing on this cable to walk the Lost Arrow
Spire, and then the rangers confiscated their cable so they kept on walking
on nylon in camp. And then they went up to walk the Lost Arrow Spire on a
cable, and they stepped off a couple times, and they broke a bolt on the spire
tip. I think that scared the shit out of them and they packed up and left.
And when I met Adam and Jeff it wasn't like I just all of a sudden thought, “I
want to walk slacklines.” It was like, “OH! That looks like that would be fun to
walk!” I was already walking other things, and it was just... the stuff they were
doing--you couldn't do on a rope because it would roll off your feet. Like
swinging the line really hard back and forth. And I don't mean like the
whipping the line, where you keep your body straight, and you're whipping
the line under you. I mean, like slowly surfing it, with more of a bounce in it.
Where you actually are at a point where you are nearly weightless, and you
come down with positive G force and you come back to where you are
weightless. Surfing a rubber band was what Adam made it look like. And I
just thought that that was just insane. And I tried to understand how he
could do it. And when I thought about it mentally, it looked like a complete
disaster--in the shortest split second, you could have that thing slapping you
in the face. And then I tried to empathize with how he was able to do it, and I
got the feeling in my body.
And when they first told me they were going to walk the Lost Arrow Spire, I
had this weird, intuitional outburst like, “Wait a minute! I’M supposed to do
that!” And I was like, “What?? Where did THAT come from?” As soon as it
popped into my head, it didn't make ANY sense to me because I couldn't...ya
know....I could walk across the chain like three times and that was good. And
these guys were walking back and forth on these nylon lines, surfing it like it's
a rubber band in the air. It didn’t make any sense to me. And it wasn’t like I
wished they wouldn’t do it so I could it. I thought, “I wish them well because
these guys are really skilled. These guys are awesome.” And then they came
back and they're like, “We broke a bolt and we took it down. It just seemed
too dicey.” And, I just… my purpose was born.
I was like, “This is it. I'm gonna walk it.” I went home and Chris and I bought
some nylon and we both started walking. And in just a month or two, I was
able to get that down. It was such a liberating feeling! We were in the

masters of stone apprenticeship program at University of Yosemite where
everything is a self-directed course study. I climbed a little...I attempted some
big walls when I was young, but I never graduated from the masters of stone
program. I never got to that level. I liked the movement of climbing. I liked
the standing on small holds. I liked going places on a rock. I liked...well, when I
was younger, I liked more of the feeling of being up high. I still like it okay. But
I don't like getting the shit scared out of me. And I don't like feeling like I'm
gonna get cheese grated by the rock at Joshua Tree. But the slackline
afforded just this pure flow-state that was….different. Like when I've been
really focused leading [a climb], it's a different experience than the flow state
in slackline. It's similar in that you shut everything else out...and you can really
just be, but on the slackline, when I'm swinging the line back and forth and
bouncing up and down...It’s so...it is completely spontaneous. It is more
creative. I feel like I'm playing lead on an electric guitar. A one string electric
guitar….and me and balance are dancing. And I swing the line. I take my
hands, I direct the line, pushing on it with my hands, in this energetic way.
And I would fall off when I would lose myself so completely that I would do
something stupid and just like step off the line. And all of a sudden, SNAP.
You just yank out of that state. But when I didn't fall, and when I'd ride the
line until I popped off the line and landed on the ground, I felt like I was….you
know, the feeling when you come back to the ground, when you feel like... “I
HAVE MASTERED WALKING!” And it feels SO good.
So that was it. I was just completely sold.”
The Bridge Line
“I was hanging out with Jeff and Adam in July probably...or maybe August.
And by November ‘83, we walked the first high slackline, “The Arches,” under
a bridge in Pasadena, CA, near the Rose Bowl, with Chuck, my brother Ric,
and Rob Slater, to train for the Lost Arrow Spire.
Rob Slater was a friend of Chucks, and we had met him in Yosemite that
same summer we met Adam and Jeff. By the time we met him, he was
already a badass. And we were just, kinda, kids. Rob was only a year or two
older than me but he had already soloed the Pacific Ocean Wall and BASE
jumped off of El Cap... he'd done all kinds of stuff. He BASE jumped into the
Black Canyon in Gunnison....a jump that not everybody can survive. And he
couldn’t walk the slackline on the ground, but he just loved adventure. Rob

was just an adventure junkie like so
many people you know. Anyways, he
was down in San Diego, and I told him
that I wanted to go walk this bridge,
and he said, “Well if you do it, let me
know, and I'll come up.” So he did.
Anyways, the line I bought was a piece
of the old swami belt material--2 inch
tubular nylon webbing, that was rated
at 6600 pounds if you didn’t tie a knot
in it. We didn’t have multi-strand
threaded lines back then (those came a
little later), so the first highline was
actually a 2 inch highline, about 22 feet
long, and 140 feet high.
We set up the line-- and this is in
November--so it's getting dark early
and I'm feeling like I'm sort of the one
that is supposed to walk it. Well, me and
Chris….but mostly me, because I’m the
driving force in this and, well, I rigged it.
But I'm kind of scared to do it. And it's getting dark and I'm kind of happy it's
getting dark because... "Yeah, I'll come back tomorrow'”. So none of us walk it
and we go home (Ric, Chuck, and I were living in the same house at the time).
And when we get back to the house… we were a group that talked a lot of shit
and bickered a lot and, ya know... didn't always live up to our talk. But Rob is
there, and Rob...we respect Rob.
So we go home, and Rob says, "Oh my god, I can't believe that I kind of
chickened out. Tomorrow, I'm gonna go there, and first thing, I’M gonna step
off." And I'm like… “GREAT! That'd be great!” Rob was a real psychological
boost for us because he was somebody that just loved adventure. We
brought him along because he could teach us how to love adventure. It's just
that psychological boost of having somebody with an attitude of, "THIS IS
GREAT! The scarier it gets, the greater it gets!”

So the next day we get there, and Rob, true to his word, takes a step out. He's
kind of hanging on to part of the line we tied up high so you could grab onto
it while you're standing there. And Rob takes a step, and for a brief moment,
he's standing 140 feet above the gravel. And then he falls, grabs the line with
both hands, and he jumps back on. And then he says, “Let's set up a hand line
above us, just so we can walk out there and get used to it”, and I was all for
that. And Chris was like, "Nahhh... we should do it without it."
We end up setting a handline because Rob and I wanted to, and we could all
walk it like that. And then Chris walked out to the middle, let go of the
handline, and walked to the end. Then he tried from the end of the line and
he fell, and I was like, “Well, this is my only chance. Next time he's gonna do it,
so I better get out there.” So I get out there and I make the first full crossing
across the slackline. [The very first crossing on a nylon highline--not a cable or
a wire or a rope.] Chris also completed a successful walk, but none of the
other guys walked it without use of the guideline above. [“Actually, Chuck
held on with two hands while being double belayed,” claimed Chris in The
Evolution of Slacklining.]

Chris and I went back and walked the bridge quite a few times. But when we
set up the two inch line in the park at pretty long length, at about 80 feet, it
would shake back and forth when the wind blew past. Just a breeze and it
would start going up and down and shaking back and forth... I mean, just
radically. It would go up and down so fast that when you try to catch it...it was
so quick that it would just like flick out of your hand, ya know? And I was
looking at this and thinking, “This will NOT do on the Lost Arrow Spire. It's
ALWAYS windy up there.” So I'm like, alright, that will never work. What can I
do?
I'm a builder, and I had already started as an apprentice carpenter. I had seen
how electricians use fish tape to pull wires through conduits, and I got the
idea of pulling small lines through bigger pieces of webbing...pulling pieces of
9/16ths through a piece of 1 inch and making a stronger line. So I bought
these lines, and I bent a clothes hanger into what I thought was the
appropriate shape. I got Chris to help me, and we made the first threaded
line. We stuffed a 1 inch piece of webbing with two pieces of 9/16ths and
some 3 mil purlon. The pieces of 9/16ths were sitting atop one another, and
then there was just a little bit of space, so I had the piece of purlon running

next to it. I originally had 2 pieces of purlon on the inside, but they didn't fit
the way I thought they would. So we threaded this line and set it up in the
park, and that one was way more stable in the breeze.” According to Chris
Carpenter’s article on The Evolution of Slacklining, “The 9/16th super tape at a
45-foot length was our favorite. This line proved to be very springy and
especially good for swinging on. We walked on and broke a 30-foot length of
tubular bootlace. . . . We strung and walked a 118-foot length of one-inch
webbing (very much like walking on the moon). And we also experimented
with doubling up the lines. Scott strung bootlace within bootlace; we never
did break this one. We also tripled the lines [using the process Scott
described above]. This tripled line was our strongest slackline that we later
used for highlining.” They tested their tripled up line at the the bridge, and
then in 1984, they went up to the Lost Arrow Spire for the first time and
brought it along with them.
Lost Arrow Spire - First Attempt ‘84
“We had this plan that I would try first, and then Chris would try second, but
we would be each other's photographer. So Chris is up on the rim, and we got
Darrin and this other guy called Bob the Aid guy to climb the Spire for us. And
Darrin is a hard headed guy that doesn't get along with anybody, and by the
time they got to the top of the spire they were bickering at everything.
So I get out there...I wanted to start from the spire and walk back to the flake.
So I had gone up there, I had rappelled off the tree that's now dead I guess.
(There's another one that I actually clipped to in 1995 that has broken and
fallen.) So anyways, I had already gone up and previewed the anchors. I had
rappelled off, looked at the flake, and figured out what I thought would fit in
there. I didn't want to use cams, so I used hexes...big opposing hexes, and
then I also backed it up to the tree.
Then I'm all ready to go and I'm FUCKING scared out of my mind. And I was
just thinking, “Wait a minute. Why am I here? I thought this is supposed to be
fun. This is NOT fun.” And nobody else has tried yet because Chris is up on the
rim, sitting there with a camera, waiting for something to happen. And I'm
waiting for the moment to get less scary, and it doesn't.
My mind was racing. My entire life was flashing before my eyes because I
knew I was going to die. And when I step on the line, it slides down the rock,

so I wrap it in nylon and I try to get Bob the Aid man to kind of sit on it in the
already slipped position. I keep trying to step off and I just keep chickening
out. I keep jumping back on, and then I'm like, "Okay, I really just have to try
this time because I'm not trying hard enough.” And so I go out and I try hard
enough and by the time I realize that, “Yes, I am really falling this time,” I look
through my outstretched arms and I'm falling into the Lost Arrow Chimney.
I had read about the first people to explore the notch in that area...The first
guy down the rope to rappel into the notch ended up rappelling off the end
of the rope because it didn't have a knot in it. He fell into the Lost Arrow
Chimney, and it ate him. So I'm falling into the Lost Arrow Chimney thinking,
"I'm it's next meal, here it goes!" And I had my arms stretched out in front of
me. I'm looking at sure death (though my leash is tied to my side, and I have a
swami belt on with leg loops). And then I start to swing and I see the notch
below me. And then I swing a little further and I see the Valley below me, and
as I come towards the end of my swing I am able to just jump up. It was like
throwing a cat in a bathtub. I mean, I was off the line, and on the arch of the
swing, I just kept going and jumped back up on the spire somehow. I don't
know if it was a one armed pull up or what, which I can't actually do, but it
was just adrenaline. And then Darrin's like, "OH MY GOD. That was the
raddest thing I've ever seen anybody do! That was so fuckin rad! You looked
like you were superman flying through the sky with your arms out in front of
you. You screamed like a girl!" And I'm like, “Wait a minute. I did? I screamed?
I don't remember screaming.” (THAT moment is what planted the seed for
Darrin later on-- THAT moment is what is burned most deeply into his mind.)
I tried one more time and this time I think I jumped back to the rock. I
bounced off and I ended up looking through my feet this time for the
panorama... the dangly panorama. And then I was like, ya know, “I can't
fucking do it.” And so we went home and there was people up on the rim
going, "Man, that was rad!" And I was like, "No. That was fucking stupid."
And they're like, “Well, it was rad though! You tried!” I'm like... “Yeahhh, that's
not really how it was supposed to work.” Chris didn’t even get a chance to try
because I burned up all the time, and then by the time I was done he didn’t
even want to try anymore after watching me flail around out there. It was
scary enough for him just watching it happen.

So I went home and I was discouraged... you have probably had these sort of
experiences at some point, and I realized that my training under the bridge
had not been nearly scary enough. The bridge was different. It gives you
almost an arc-ed field of exposure. When you’re jugging next to a wall or just
dangling nearby… even if you can’t grab onto it, being next to the wall feels
different than hanging free in space. There's something about the
electromagnetic connection to ground, and rock is ground.
On the bridge walk, as soon as I stepped out I was scared out of my mind,
until I stepped off. And when I got to the very end of the line, stepping off of
the rim of the bridge was a little hard because we didn't have very tight lines
either. It's not like the super slack stuff now, but not like the super tight stuff.
So the first two steps are hard, but once I committed to stepping off the
bridge and took another quick step, I was locked in. I was just all of a
sudden….success was absolutely assured, and I just cruised to the other end
of the line (though it was only like 20 feet long). After I committed to it then I
just--boom. It clicked. And so I thought all I had to do was step off the
highline on the Spire and it would be like that, but that wasn't the case at all.
It was still scary. So I started trying to really mentally prepare myself for the
next time. [“Scott changed his focus from pure balance, to a more holistic
approach of mental visualization, line and distance perception, and of course,
a balanced regiment of practice.” (Carpenter, The Evolution of Slacklining)]
Before I'd go to bed and when I'd wake up in the morning I would imagine
being out there, imagine being comfortable, and then imagine stepping onto
the flake at the other side.”
Lost Arrow Spire Crossing ‘85
By the time Scott made it back to the Lost Arrow Spire in the summer of ‘85,
Chris didn’t want to go back. Chris writes: “My passion for highline was
beginning to wane at this time. I was a senior in high school with college
knocking at my door. I was urged by Scott to return with him to Yosemite
that summer of '85, yet I declined and moved to San Diego in pursuit of my
own independence. As a slackliner, I had accomplished my goals. "Swing
walking" close to the ground and riding the line were my specialties.
Highlining, while extremely rewarding, just wasn't as fun for me as swinging.
Scott, however, was driven. He returned to "The Spire" that summer and
recruited his friends Matt Dancy and Ken Klis as the climbing crew. Another

acquaintance, Paul Borne, showed much enthusiasm and was brought along
to help rig the highline.
Scott and Paul rigged the line late in the afternoon July 12, 1985 [once again
on the one inch tubular threaded with two 9/16ths and a piece of 3 mil
purlon]. The day was very breezy and the wind continued to blow throughout
the night. The next morning at 8:00 am the breeze died down. Now was the
perfect time. Early morning, fresh and ready to go, Scott rappelled down to
the highline. He traversed the line Tyrolean style so that he could walk from
the spire to the Valley wall. Once in place and secured to the highline, Scott
took his time to mentally prepare himself. He could feel the confidence swell
within himself. This was not new to him. He had stood here before, and he
was truly lusting to reach the other side. There were a number of false starts;
but this year, he could nimbly jump back to the spire with ease. On two
different occasions he got out as many as five steps only to fall, grasping
firmly to the line with his hands. Hardly shaken from the events his
determination pushed him. Again, being five steps out, he could feel himself
loosing his balance. Yet this time something clicked within his mind. . . . He
had now walked 45 of the 55 foot walk, and he was feeling pretty certain he
would make it. From the gallery of viewers there was uncertainty and
complete silence, except for the clicking of camera shutters. The smile on
Scott's face grew. With calm resolution, he gracefully took his last step to the
granite ledge that had eluded him the year before. The jubilation was
enormous. Scott Balcom had successfully walked the Lost Arrow Spire on July
13, 1985, and with that walk inspired the growth of highlining on slacklines as
we now know it.” [The Evolution of Slacklining]
Scott talks about this “click”--that
switch in his mindset--in our
interview: “The real turning point for
me was.... I felt like I was lusting after
the other side. Like I wanted to be
over there, and I wasn't taking care of
being...now. And it took me a few
months to realize this. I was taking a
shower and all of a sudden I thought
"OMG, this is the ultimate be here
now kind of scenario."

But I was out there about 4 or 5 steps and all of a sudden I'm like, you know
what? I'm struggling, I'm struggling, and I'm like... okay, YES, it feels like you're
jumping into cold water. YES, it's scary as fuck. But just focus on balance.
What does it take to be balanced RIGHT now? Don't look at the other
side---the other side doesn't matter. You're not there. Just BE. Right here.
Right now! The conversation with balance, you are having NOW.
And I didn’t just all of a sudden enter flow state. That didn't click. But the click
was that now I had something to focus on to keep out the fear. To keep out
the feeling of that tearing away as you step away from the rock. So now, I was
just like, “Okay, step. Okay, balance. Balance, balance, step, balance, balance,
step.” And then I was maybe ten steps away...maybe like 3/4 of the way
across... and I felt, “Okay! NOTHING is gonna knock me off this line now.”
As you know, every line is different, so trying to figure out what a line is like
when you're scared out of your mind is hard enough. But then, if it's in the
neighborhood you've been walking, you start to get the feel of the line. You
start to think, “Okay, okay, okay. We're slacklining! Right! I remember now!”
Because when you initially go to step off of it, you're thinking, “HOLY SHIT.
There's no way that thing is gonna hold me. It's gonna just...ya know…” You
start to question everything.
And I chose to walk off that day because nobody had ever crossed the Spire
before me, and I didn’t want anyone challenging it. There are some who
might say, “If you scoot really far out and then you walk part way across, then
you didn't really walk the whole thing.” I wanted to WALK from the spire TO
the rim of the valley. In a very literal sense.”
Monkey Face
Dean continues the story: “Less than
a year later, Grosowsky and Ellington
teamed up with climbing master
Brooke Sandahl for the Monkey Face
Gap, in Smith Rock, Oregon.
‘We didn’t want any more bolts
breaking, so we ran the calcs
and…used
three-quarter
by

seven-inch bolts and fabricated our own hangers out of ninety-degree angle
steel,’ Sandahl remembers. ‘We started the walks out of the Monkey’s mouth.
Adam walked the line first. Jeff followed and onsighted it.’ The humble
Sandahl leaves his own walk out. ‘A few years later, I think 1990, Adam went
up there again and free soloed the cable!’
For the most part, though, slacklining remained hidden in the trees, practiced
only by a few who were drawn to the silence and beauty of intuitive
movement. Among them was Darrin Carter.” (The Space Between)
Darrin Carter
Watching Scott’s failed Spire attempt in ‘84 planted the seeds in Darrin’s
mind that allowed him to prove himself as a top highline contender over the
next decade-- becoming the first slackline free soloist, and the second person
to cross the Lost Arrow Spire.
Yet, for a while, Darrin just kind of hoped that feeling would go away.
According to Scott, “You have to remember we grew up together… I’ve known
Darrin since third grade. Chris and I picked up slackline right away. Darrin is
kind of a ‘muscler’ guy; the kind of guy that doesn't have very good footwork
when he climbs because he is so reliant on his muscles. He's the kind of guy
that overhanging face is awesome, but slab climbing is like, ‘FUCK!’ For
Darrin, it was really hard for him because he was so arm oriented. He kind of
kept on hoping that it would go away, but after I successfully walked the
Spire ‘85, it started to weigh heavily on him.
You know that feeling when you see somebody do something? Like if you
watch somebody BASE jump and you've never seen BASE jumping, you're
like, ‘HOLY FUCK. That was unbelievable!’ And you think, ‘They can do that,
but I couldn’t do that.’ But when your FRIEND does it, you're like, ‘FUCK YOU!
If you can do that, I can do that!’ So when him and Chuck saw me walk the
Spire… that weighed heavily on those guys. And they started getting...well, I
don’t even know how to describe it. If I tried to give Darrin any advice, he did
NOT want any advice, but ya know, they were determined to go walk the
Spire, and they continued to go to Yosemite every year until they did in ‘93.”
In that period of 8 years between Scott’s first crossing and Darrin’s second,
Scott got married and moved to Tucson. Darrin started dating Chris

Carpenter’s sister, so he also moved to Tucson for a few years. During that
time, Darrin had never set up a slackline and never owned his own slackline,
but he would go over and slackline with Scott all the time. Eventually he got
pretty good and Scott told him, “‘You know what Darrin? You should buy a
slackline. You're pretty fucking good at it now.’ And he goes, ‘Yeah I keep on
wishing it would go away.’ And I'm like, ‘Yeah, but NOW you can do it.’ And
he's like, ‘Yeah..I guess.’” After that, Darrin moved to Hawaii and started
slacklining all the time, still visiting Yosemite every summer. He began to
spend hours training obsessively for one goal: soloing the Lost Arrow Spire
without a leash.
He first attempted the spire (wearing a leash) in the summer of ‘92, but it
proved unattainable that first time around. In 1993, he returned and made the
second crossing of the chasm with a leash, and he was now the only other
person to walk the Lost
Arrow Spire in Yosemite.
“Darrin's domination in
the sport of highlining,
however, didn't really
come about until he
moved to Tucson, AZ in
1995. His training ground
was a rock formation in
the
Santa
Catalina
Mountains called the
Fins.
Scott
had
attempted a walk at this
location in 1987 with no
success. Darrin returned
to that same spot with Scott in April of 1995. With absolute determination and
the intended domination of his goal to become the ultimate highliner, Darrin
made eight consecutive one way crossings of this 65-foot span. Scott made
one. A demon inside Darrin was born. He could feel within himself that his
purpose in life now made sense. With bold conviction, Darrin made multiple
trips to the Fins over a number of weeks and made highlining his life's work.
He was a machine. . . and his focus naturally shifted to mastering the Lost
Arrow Spire. The 10th year anniversary of Scott's crossing of the Spire became
Darrin's target date for his Spire mastery. Darrin made his training for this

new goal a job. His highline technique truly became flawless. He built within
himself this incredible ability to block out the majority of fear that is
associated with walking up high. . . . Darrin made his return trip to the Spire in
July of '95 with complete confidence and intensity. Scott accompanied
Darrin's crew of friends that included Chuck Tucker and Tim Kirkwood. On
the actual day of the walk, Darrin was like a caged animal waiting to be cut
loose. Pacing, barking instructions, impatient and ready to go, Darrin had a
unique way of psyching himself up. The brunt of his intensity was aimed at
Chuck Tucker (also present to walk the Spire that day). Chuck, however,
passively let Darrin do his thing while Scott Balcom and Tim Kirkwood
assisted with the line setup. Once the line was ready to go, Darrin did just
what he had set out to do. He walked the hell out of that line. Very confident
and in the now, Darrin walked with smooth solid technique. First he made a
number of one way crossings. Then he really got in the groove and started
turning around, walking back and forth. On one occasion he even walked for
about 20 minutes without stopping. Scott made a crossing for old time sakes.
Chuck Tucker also managed to get across, with his very unorthodox
slacklining style, for the second time (He successfully walked the Spire in 1994
his first time). Now that Darrin had mastered the Lost Arrow Spire, he did take
it one step further. It was the sort of thing one thinks about yet rarely tries.”
[The Evolution of Slacklining]
Scott tells the story this way: “In ‘95, we all went back up there on the 10th
anniversary of the first walk, my first walk. We walked on Darrin’s rig, and
Darrin's rig was one piece of tubular nylon one inch, with one piece of half
inch stuck inside--the half inch hero loop stuff. We argued about it up and
down. Darrin and I...he's really hard headed and I'm...I prefer to think of myself
as stubborn. And we would argue about it, but he was the guy then right?
Because by then Darrin was getting really good. And now I've passed the
torch to him. He's gonna walk back and forth and I'm gonna walk once, so I
have to kind of relinquish the control. ‘Okay, you weigh 50 lbs more than me.
You walk it, I'll walk it. You weigh more than me. As long as it doesn't kill you,
it won't kill me.’...But that line was embarrassingly light, and tied with a clove
hitch… Anyway, Darrin walked it in ‘93, and Chongo walked it in ‘94, and then
in ‘95 all three of us walked. I walked once. Chongo walked once, and tried to
walk back, but was too drunk by then because he had been taking a little
tequila to ease the burden of fear. And then that little bit of tequila ended up
to be a little more tequila, and by the time he tried a second crossing, he was
a little too buzzed for that. But Darrin broke out and walked back and forth

and back and forth. But he would only turn one way, so eventually his
leash...the only thing that would keep him from staying out there forever was
his leash...was twisting into a knot and he would eventually have to stop
because he didn't have a counter clockwise turn. But he would talk shit to
himself to psyche himself up. His favorite thing to do would be to start yelling
at Chongo...and start telling Chongo what a piece of shit he was.”
“Carter had had a harsh past, and leashless highlining seemed a way to break
free. As he stood on the rim of the Lost Arrow Gap in 1995, he psyched himself
up with insults. “Shit, dude, you’re trailer trash. You weren’t supposed to be
first at anything.” But this time he pioneered the way, becoming the first to
confront that wild air unprotected [and free solo the Lost Arrow Spire]. He
went on to solo a sixty-two-foot gap across the Fins at Mount Lemmon,
Arizona, as well as an eighty-foot gap between the two buildings, live on TV,
for Ripley’s Believe It Or Not. “I felt bulletproof!” he remembers. Slacklining
stood still for a while after Carter’s intense feats. There seemed no logical step
forward.” (The Space Between)
Dean Potter
Dean Potter was introduced to slacklining in 1993 in Joshua Tree by none
other than Chuck “Chongo” Tucker. In the slackline community, Dean went
on to become known for his many free solo ascents (including being the
second person to free solo the spire in 2003, walking it both ways) and his
invention of BASElining (walking a highline free solo and then BASE jumping
off). Additionally, he is often referred to as the father figure of the new
generation. The media attention he gave to slacklining inspired a new
generation of slackers all around the globe. As Scott Balcom puts it, “When
Dean potter walked the Lost Arrow Spire, that was the end of the beginning.”
It was the start of a new era.
I’ll let Dean give you the details himself.
The following is an excerpt from his article, The Space Between:
“White-throated swifts dart past as I stand on the Upper Rim of Yosemite
Valley. Their whoosh makes me flinch, splintering my concentration on the
Lost Arrow Spire. I check the rope around the tree, clip in with my sticht plate

and rappel into the shadowed notch. My lucky red swami cuts into my lower
ribcage, constricting airflow.
Sixty feet down I reach a ledge and stare at another strand of webbing. The
one-inch ribbon flutters in the air, spanning the sixty-foot gap between
myself and the Spire’s
tip, half a mile above the
Valley floor. I can’t help
thinking of blood as I
unwrap myself from the
crimson belt and let it
drop to my bare feet.
I carefully rub chalk into
the sole of each foot,
then sit on the edge of
the highline and focus
my entire attention on my outward breath. My ears ring with my sharp
exhalations. Tremors rush up my spine and into the base of my skull. A wave
moves across the line and into my flesh. I rock forward, stand up unattached
and unleash everything within me.
My vision turns black and white except for the searing red line. Sounds fade.I
feel faint, face flushed with heat. My muscles tense, but I hold calmness in my
center and loosen my arms from the shoulders to my fingertips. The moment
sickens me, and my mind tries to stop it, but I command myself to walk.
The line rattles in all directions, forcing me to lean aggressively sideways.
Catching the line would be impossible if I slipped in this position, but I relax
through the uncertainty.
Rational thought disappears. Midway across I find precision and begin to play,
toying with the thin ribbon and immense air. I sway serenely, as if I could float
to the end. With a few quick steps I spring forward, feet hitting the coarse
white granite of the spire. My eardrums reverberate with my own raw scream.
My eyes turn back to the line. I want more! I face the gap, reaching out my
right foot. Deep blues and varied greens shine into my eyes. Muffled vehicle
noises from the Valley floor filter into my awareness. I’m halted by a clear

voice in my head--the words of a friend who hit
the deck and lived. ‘The moment you feel
unstoppable,’ it says, ‘is the time you need to
say,’I’ve had enough.’ Golden light flickers
through my eyelids. I sit down in disbelief and
think back to my first experience on the line.
MY FIRST TIME:
My feet padded softly through Joshua Tree’s
warm gravelly sand. It was spring 1993; I was
eight months into my first road trip out West,
and finger injuries prohibited me from
climbing. Depressed, completely uninspired
and almost out of money, I cruised Hidden
Valley campground, searching for a lift.
Rowdy voices caught my attention. I picked up
my gaze to see a round figure silhouetted in the fading light, blissfully
dancing. I stared: he was balancing on a line, swaggering forward with an
exaggerated sensuality. Long, drawn-out “woahs” and “yeahs” whooped out
of his mouth while his onlookers hollered, “Yah, Chongo!”
The line was pulled tight over a small boulder and stretched to a faded blue
Chevy van. Chongo strutted, hips flowing in a manner not usually seen in
men. He began bouncing violently, until, with a sharp twang, the line ejected
him onto the ground. He landed upright, the webbing vibrating in the air
behind him. Then his shape hunched a little and he slipped into the van,
followed by an assortment of grungy climbers and desert junkies.
Too embarrassed to introduce myself, I lurked outside, peering in through the
foggy windows. Finally, I strolled back to my tent absorbed with the bop of
the line.

The next morning I gravitated back. Salty campers were taking turns getting
tossed off the thin red ribbon. Chuck “Chongo” Tucker sat back in the shade,
egging them on. I sat down beside him. Thick strands of oily brown hair hung
over his perma-dirt tan. He grinned a smile of missing teeth.

‘Try it!” he said. “It’s bitchin’.’ I nodded and stared into his mesmerizing blue
eyes. ‘Just relax, man,’ he said. I felt like he was hypnotizing me. “Keep your
eyes fixed on a single point at the other side.’
Chongo strolled to the line, sat down on it and groaned, then lifted his body
until he was standing. The flat webbing barely moved. He embellished his
straight back and gaze, breathing calmly for us to catch what he was doing,
then stepped gently back to the sand.
In a moment, I was staring down the line. Granite domes and springtime
desert greens condensed down to the blue van on the other side. I focused
on the ratty knot, which quaked as I stepped nearer. The line went berserk;
my stomach muscles rapidly tensed. I threw full extension arm swings,
crouched down and rocked out just enough to ride the spastic line to the
Chevy bumper. Exultant, I lurched onto the van.
We spent the next weeks stretching nylon. Chongo showed me his styling
moves, recounted slacklining’s early days and exposed my weaknesses.
‘You’re learning the basics too quickly,’ he said one evening. ‘Those who have
to really work become true masters. Naturals rarely learn to keep trying.’ I
took his words to heart, exhausting myself on the line.
Chongo lived in a cave, where
he stitched “Chongo” brand
clothing with a foot-pedal
sewing machine. Though he
owned only a few backpacks of
possessions and scraped up
just enough cash to exist, he
seemed to share everything he
had. I quickly came to admire
him,
as
much
for
his
slacklining as for his lifestyle.
As my interest deepend, he talked of “highlining,” mostly about the Lost
Arrow Spire. Others, he told me, had mastered “slackin’” more than he had.
Inspired, I started searching for whatever tales I could find. . . .

THE VALLEY
In the spring of 1993, I left Chongo in Joshua Tree and headed north toward
Yosemite. Childlike dreams of flying and walking on air no longer seemed out
of the question. Before splitting town, I spent more than half my remaining
cash on tubular webbing for a 150-foot, double-threaded high line.
Fresh from the little crags of J-Tree, I found the Valley walls more daunting
than I’d envisioned. I was also not ready for the law enforcement rangers. I
quickly felt hunted. Fortunately, some savvy locals took me in. . . . Having
survived my first week in the Valley, I needed to slack. I chose two huge sugar
pines carefully, so I could see the Lost Arrow and Yosemite Falls, thousands of
feet above. After protecting the tree trunks with sturdy branches, my friends
and I wrapped them with old climbing rope, leveled the line and started
yankin’. Luckily even the climbing riffraff could see that we didn’t know what
we were doing. After giving us some well-deserved shit, they joined in to pull.
Many attempts later the line came up without twists. Six feet atop the line,
hovering in the trees, I stared at the Falls as the mist lit up. My thoughts went
blank. I absorbed the line’s wobble with my belly. I was the warm breeze,
dappled light, swaying branches and deep sky. Even the vicious springtime
mosquitos didn’t deter me from the soft steps. Nothing else existed, not even
the ranger prowling back and forth on the blacktop, glancing up at me as if
some obscure rule were being broken.
That night I partied a little
harder than I should have,
then retired to the caves
behind Camp 4. Late the
following afternoon, mouth
dry and vile, I went to the
line. ‘NO!’ I yelled, clenching
my teeth and growling. ‘IT’S
GONE!’
My friends Brian the Peasant
and “The Pres” lurked nearby
on their beater bicycles,
cowering, ready to pedal hard if I came at them. ‘What the fuck!’ I stuttered,
saying “fuck” over and over. Brian choked off more laughter, and burst out,

‘We t-t-told him not to cut it, but the stupid t-tool wouldn’t listen and it
WHIP-SLAPPED HIS PAG ASS!’
My anger swelled, then dissipated with breaths of fresh spring air. I was, after
all, not in handcuffs--and my world had a floating, soaring lightness that the
ranger might never have experienced. At the same time, I was filled with
curiosity: Why was he so quick to cut our line, when it wasn’t illegal?
THE WIND
Before I could attempt Lost Arrow myself, Yosemite law enforcement made
my life too stressful. It’s forbidden to sleep under the stars without a permit in
the Valley, and I was too broke to pay for camping. I was content to eat
crackers and free condiments if it meant being free a little longer.
Eventually, I was drawn to the landscape of Moab, Utah. The desert stilled me.
In its sparseness, I became more aware of the beauty of lines and of the
spaces they created: the hollows between canyon walls, the curves traced by
the edges of a spire. All distractions submerged in a radical simplicity of form
and emptiness, light and shadow, varnished red sandstone and deep blue
sky.
I often tranced out beneath my
favorite petroglyph, in a sort of
landscape-induced meditation.
Carved in a sandstone cliff
centuries ago, a shaman walks a
line, his hands outstretched to
the great mystery. Native
Americans have told me, ‘He is
traveling between the material
and spiritual worlds.’

The leash held me to the earth, but I wanted to fly free. In Joshua Tree, I took
my first steps onto Chongo’s thirty-five foot Potato Head Gap line, no leash
jiggling. Once, the space surrounding the line had been a void; now it was
flowing liquid. I walked slowly, pressing against it.

One step from the opposite end, I spun, turning my back to my friends. The
line hummed as a wind came up. In the center, immobile, I studied individual
rock crystals near the far anchor. Something urged me to move, but I was
locked in place.
Electricity shot through my body. I reached forward, gripping the thin ribbon
with my toes, then almost ran to the safety of the other side as a violent gust
of wind railed through the gap. Everything not tied down flew; the crash pad
protecting the line from the edge soared away. My friends cringed and yelled.
I took a deep breath, remembering the last time I had felt such a bizarre
wind: dusk, November 23, 1998, below the Leaning Tower. Less than a mile
away, climbing legend Dan Osman lay dead on the ground, main line severed
and sailing in the high wind above him. Some Native Americans believe that
when a warrior dies a powerful wind is released. Somehow, my death wind
had come but I was still alive.
CONNECTING
Slacklining had allowed me
to grow. Now, I wanted to
help open the way for others.
Back in the Valley, we started
throwing
slackline
raves,
transforming the top of the
Rostrum into a multi day
outdoor
party.
We
car-shuttled people to the
drop-off point, trance rhythm
thumping from the Crate amplifier. We’d ride the skyline, then pass my old
red two-inch swami to the next walker, carefully tie him or her into the
20,000-pound-strong, double steel rings that slid along the triplicate
webbing and rope, and watch, in full party mode, as dozens of first-time
high-walkers broke through. Our foreign climber friends visiting the Valley
brought the stoke home with them, and soon slacklining multiplied
worldwide….
GOSSIP
The Three Gossips had called to me ever since I took my first drive into Arches
National Park. I could almost hear those 300-foot sandstone ladies

whispering, ‘Join us.’ After thirteen years I finally did. I couldn’t resist being
part of that landscape any longer.
During a few days, across spans
similar to that of the Lost Arrow, I
walked back and forth hundreds
of times, leashless, nonstop. The
three goddesses held me in a
state of sharpened bliss.
For more than a month I relived
the moments. Then I heard the
soft beckoning again. This time, I
chose to free solo a sandstone
ribbon: Delicate Arch. Attached only by the tips of my fingers and toes, I felt
soothing calmness absorb my entire being.
I was blindly consumed.
Though nothing I did was illegal, within two days, the Park Service forbade
climbing on named arches and implemented a ban on slacklining within
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks--the first ever in a National Park. The
climbing community grew angry because my acts had affected their access.
Their fears are valid; I’m gripped, too. Wild lands are diminishing, as are
liberties. But I will never bow to unnatural restrictions. People are afraid of
losing their access, but what good is a land where you are no longer free?
Now the Gossips really have something to talk about.
THE BRIDGE
I thought my own mind was pretty open, but when I first heard of sightless
“Death Walks,” I was in disbelief. But there they were, in the records: a
blindfolded Rudy Omankowsky walked a 320-meter wire at Cheddar Gorge,
England, 145 meters off the deck, on September 28, 1961. A year later, his son,
Rudy Omankowsky, Jr., crossed Lake Gerardmer in France, blindfolded. The
walk was 200 meters high; the length, 1,200 meters. I’ve tried to walk the
slackline many years now without using my eyesight. The furthest I’ve gotten
is a thirteen-meter garden line. The idea of stepping onto a highline, above a
death fall, unprotected, darkened eyes burning with sweat, terrifies and
eludes me. . . Funambulists through the ages have tried to share their
insights, balancing everything on the line to demonstrate life’s possibilities. As

our world drastically changes and hatred and war spread out of control, it’s
clear to me that we must try to see connections across the gaps between us.
‘Life is being on the wire; everything else is
just waiting,’ the legendary wirewalker, the
Great Wallenda, once said. Cool webbing
vibrates under my calloused feet; my breath
calms and the mental chatter slows. For
scattered moments I am Darrin Carter,
unable to believe that a “trailer-trash” kid can
walk above the world; I am Chongo, dancing
with the roundness of my belly like the orbit
of the earth. . . .I am a Yosemite
law-enforcement ranger pacing back and
forth on an invisible blacktop line; I am the
Great Wallenda, falling to my death from a
wire stretched between two ten-story
buildings
in
Puerto
Rico
as
a
forty-kilometer-per-hour wind howls; I am
George W. Bush reaching out my trembling hands to sign on the line that
sends men and women to die for oil. I am a sandstone shaman, traveling the
line between the material and the spiritual.
We who walk the narrow line have stood for free thinking for thousands of
years. Let us continue balancing within the world as we try to understand the
space between.”
Andy Lewis
Another important figure in the history
of slacklining, Andy motherfucking
Lewis. Andy is known for an
astounding amount of feats in the
slackline world. He is known as the
father of tricklining, one of the few
practitioners of BASElining and free
solo, the inventor of spacenets, the first
to land a feet to feet backflip on
slackline, the first to rig and walk the

first 50m, 60m, and 100m long highlines in the history of the sport, and one of
the founding organizers of the GGBY (Gobble Gobble Bitches Yeah) and THC
(The Humboldt Classic) festivals in the United States. Andy, like Dean, helped
spread our faith around the world with the media attention he gave to
slacklining; most notably, when performing tricklining in the 2012 Superbowl
Halftime Show, front and middle stage, live, with Madonna, and 120 million
people watching. Furthermore, he is widely credited for the creation of the
term “Slacklife” and for religiously following the lifestyle it entails. In fact, it is
his influence and use of this term that inspired Kimberly Weglin to formalize
the Church under the eyes of the law and officially name our religion, “The
Slacklife.” To this day Andy Lewis is the only slackliner in the world to have
held the titles of freesolo world
record, highline world record,
and overall tricklining world
champion--a
feat
that
is
unlikely to be repeated anytime
soon. Perhaps, his most proud
accomplishment is the day he
free soloed a line, naked, with
the leash attached to his balls.
Epic.
And this isn’t even everything he’s done. Andy, himself, was gracious enough
to write out some of the details of his long journey through the Slacklife for all
of you to read:
“I was born October 7, 1986 in California. I was raised by two amazing parents,
Roger and Lynn Lewis, who have been together for nearly 30 years and
helped me embrace freedom of thought as well as the wonder of the
outdoors from a very young age. My father will tell you stories of hiking
“Andrew” (or “Drew”) around in a backpack through the redwood trees before
I could even open my eyes. “I could see that he loved the smell of the trees
and smiled when the sun hit his face,” says Roger Lewis.
I grew up as an athlete: a Boy Scout, a student, an artist, and always loved
trying new things. I was never afraid to be in front of the class or volunteer to
go on stage at rallies, and I loved to just participate in all activities. I took to
many arts like drawing, painting, photography, woodworking, and ceramics. I
also took to many school sports like Track and Field, Soccer, Basketball,
Baseball, and many extra-curricular sports like mountain biking, surfing,

rollerblading, skateboarding, unicycling, and eventually found my way into
rock climbing.
Rock climbing gave me an even bigger purpose to be outdoors and explore
new areas. The more that I ventured into rock climbing, the more I began to
embrace and expand my ideas of what I could climb and access. I had always
climbed trees as a kid and would always be found on the roofs of the school.
Kids would cheer as I threw balls, frisbees, playing cards, and other
miscellaneous toys that were lost to the roof.
Climbing on school roofs and trees soon turned into scaling boulders.
Boulders soon turned to cliffs, towers, buildings, and eventually huge walls of
seemingly endless stone. Rock Climbing even became the theme of my first
ever long road trip. With two of my best friends I embarked upon on a
journey of freedom in lieu of my high school graduation in 2004, all based
upon finding awesome places to climb. It was on this road trip that I
stumbled upon “Slackline.” It was also the first time I had really been exposed
to the “Slacklife,” even though that name or title didn't exist yet.
I first was exposed to Slacklines in Yosemite National Park. My friends and I
passed by the loose lines in Yosemite on the way to climb boulders in the
Valley, and we didn't even know what they were. We ended up never even
trying the lines before leaving.
Shortly after the road trip, my good friend George Upton invited me and our
mutual friend, David
Gumbiner, out to teach
us how to rig a basic
slackline
(which
George’s
brother,
Charles Upton, had
taught George how to
set up). Slacklines were
still very rudimentary
then, being rigged
with just a piece of
webbing and some
carabiners.
George,
David, and I all set up

the line, got it just tight enough to walk, and really experienced Slackline for
the first time together.
I got on the line and immediately had to try over and over again until I could
walk across. It took me almost half an hour to get across the nearly 30’ foot
loose orange nylon line, and that was it; I was hooked. The very next day I
bought my own materials to rig a slackline: 65’ of orange tubular nylon, and a
single aluminum non-locking carabiner.
Day after day I couldn’t and didn’t stop slacklining. Slacklining provided a
purpose for me that involved an all encompassing set of skills to accomplish.
The search for locations, the adventure of accessing beautiful locations, an
artistic outlet for visual and physical movement...and the skills even gave me
the ability to “fly.” Well, it was more like floating, but it was more air, and more
exposure than I was ever used to.
Most importantly there was-- all of a sudden-- more of a reason than ever to
climb, rig, balance, focus, breathe, and eventually jump off the most beautiful
points you can both find and access. To me, Slacklining wasn’t a sport, it was
a lifestyle. And I eventually deemed it that by naming it Slacklife. “One part
Slack, one part Life,” I would joke.
Technically, this statement originated from my mother, Lynn Lewis. I
slacklined everyday for a long time and my Mom took pride in calling me a
Slacker.
"Andy, where are you going?" She'd ask lovingly.
"I'm going slacklining MOM!" I would reply vaguely, running out of the front
door on my way to my next adventure.
"Oh, the life of a slacker." I'd hear her reply chuckling as I closed the door
behind me.
We had this exchange multiple times a week, for years. I eventually
embraced it and it transitioned into what I deemed as "the Slacklife." This
was because whenever I wasn’t in school, or working, I would be Slacklining-and pushing everyone else around me to try to do the same! It became a
goal for me to show everyone I could what Slacklining was and furthermore-convince everyone that they, too, could learn to Slackline. The Slacklife was a

system based upon using the metaphors built from learning to walk a
slackline to improve, advance, and motivate my life-- on and off the line.
Slacklife became a religion for me because it encompassed everything. It was
synonymous with freedom; physically, mentally, spiritually, emotionally-- and
I embraced it fully. After starting slacklining in 2004, I began to train more
and more, but I didn’t really consider it training. I considered it playing. I
started to be able to play on the line, creating poses and movements, and
began to say “anything you can do on the ground, you can do on the line.”
In 2005, I landed the first ever backflip on a slackline, feet to feet, less than 2
years after learning to walk...and I had learned it completely on the Slackline.
No trampoline training. No gymnastics teacher. It manifested simply from
playing on Slacklines. A year later, in 2006, I landed a squirrel backflip on the
line. A squirrel backflip is a backflip but you grab your feet behind your head
as you flip. I landed it perfectly and it gained incredible recognition. It got
me much, much, more publicity than the other backflip because it was really
clean and beautiful. I was all of a sudden known in the slackline and climbing
communities. It was even purchased by NIKE to use in their 2008 world wide
commercial show everyday during the Olympics.
I embraced Slackline as the medium for which I could learn and train. It
became my mantra. “Anything
you can do on the ground, you
can do on the line.” This outlook
helped me create a massive
amount of the foundational
movements on the Slackline.
Not only was I creating the
movements, but my creativity
allowed me to name each
movement too. I would give
unique names to each of these
poses, jumps, spins, grabs, flips,
and “combos.” Maybe, most
importantly, I began to post
them online and share them
with the world. I slowly became
known as “Mr.Slackline,” and

started to gain worldwide recognition for the creativity and sustenance I was
giving to what would soon become a sport.
I was creating so much that it gave me an edge throughout every Slackline
Contest from 2008-2011; winning ALL 4 overall world championships back, to
back, to back, to back. My dedication to the sport went far enough that I
even started titling the movements I was creating as a new style of Slackline;
which I deemed as “Trickline.” I released a slackline set up with Gibbon
Slacklines in 2013, becoming the first set up in the world to ever be sold as a
“Trickline.” The way I saw it, competitive slacklining wasn’t slacklining; it was
completely unique and needed to be embraced; embraced as “Tricklining.”
“Not all Slackliners are Trickliners, and most Trickliners… usually aren't very
good slackliners,” I would joke.
During my training and competitive circuits mastering Trickline, from
2008-2011, I also managed to rig and walk the first 50m, 60m, and 100m long
highlines in the history of the sport.
I also ended up snagging the world
record free solo highline walk in
2010, and then shattered my own
record in 2011-- breaking the world
record by 60 feet. In 2011 alone, I
walked 101 Highlines, 64 of them-completely
without
protection;
including the world record.
Day after day I woke up and my first
thought was "I wonder if today is the
day I'll die?" I was not having a
continuous philosophical existential
crisis, I was in training to break a
world record. I wanted to become
the "Best Slackliner in the World,"
and alongside of pushing acrobatics,
technical body movement, rigging,
and highlining-- I had become
obsessed with the "Freesolo Record"
set by Dean Potter; who at the time
was unanimously considered the

boldest adventure athlete on the planet. Without the use of a harness or
leash, without the use of a parachute or any safety device, I wanted to
successfully walk the longest highline in the world; I had to if I wanted to be
considered the best. I would sacrifice my life willingly if I failed myself in
doing so. I wanted to be the best, I needed to be, and I had to prove it, but
not to anyone else--just to myself.
Do not mistake this as a death wish, for I only dreamt of using the
consequence of death to reveal to myself the true motivation I had for life.
Sacrificing my life for the progression of Slackline would only be honored if
my mind and body faltered during my journey. For this reason I disallowed
the assumption of failure, for nothing halts motivation more effectively.
Assuming success distinctly empowered me-- it inspired and drove my
training. Training I needed to combat death from failure. The only way to
push myself to a new level was by repeatedly executing my actions
PERFECTLY, even in the face of horrific injury or death.
What I didn't expect was how much resistance I would be met with from
EVERYONE-- the city, police, firemen, landowners, etc (obviously) and less
obviously resistance from my community, friends and family. "Selfish" was
the sentiment of most, and love was always the basis for concern. It was the
strangest dichotomy to have a dream that drove your every waking moment
and gave you the power that made you... you, yet literally everyone in your life
simply WOULD NOT support you. More concerning, they honestly believed
that people SHOULD NOT support it. What ended up happening was that
everyone slowly realized the most important thing was that they COULD NOT
stop me.
The Slacklife helped me analytically break down every goal in my life as if it
were as simple and straightforward as a slackline. And let me tell you, I did
not just one day say "....you know, I'm going to break the freesolo world
record." This was a long long process of dreaming and completing goals. In
2006, my first real goal in highline was sending a single highline. My sights
were set on walking the Lost Arrow Spire Highline; the first and most iconic
highline ever rigged. Scott Balcom had established the line before I was
born, and the line was instantly a right of passage for all slackliners.
Funny enough, I remember in 2007, my Mom asking me one very serious
question before I left to Yosemite Valley to attempt to send the prestigious

gap. My mother pulled me out
of the car, hugged me with all
her might, pulled back, held me
with her strong, confident,
comfortable hands, looked me
right in the eyes and said, "Boo,
don't do this...?", with an obvious
weakness in her voice. In which I
responded " Mom, I have to do
this. I won’t be able to stop
thinking about it until I finish
this." She was visibly upset, but
responded, "Well, just promise
me you will stay safe." Having never done anything like this, and not really
knowing the dangers or risks, I boldface lied to my mother and said, "Don't
worry mom, I will be safe," and I drove off with tears in her eyes. However, for
some reason I could simultaneously feel her encouragement and support;
because I was doing what I loved. A mantra my mother would repeat to me
daily for my entire childhood, "do what you love."
I took my dream of walking Lost Arrow and when I sent that line. MY stoke for
slackline exploded into 100 new dreams. I was boosted with confidence from
walking the Spire and I wanted to set the highline record for longest highline
walk, I wanted to "be the best Trickliner in the world," I thought-- even though
the word trickline I still had to make up, into a dream of Free soloing Lost
arrow, and when I stepped onto the summit after walking across the Lost
Arrow Spire Highline free solo in 2009, my sights were taking aim at the Free
solo record. I had spent so much focus on Lost Arrow that I got my walks
down to 31 steps there and 27 on the way back. I broke down the line literally
step by step. That's when it hit me, all I had left to do to complete any task
was use my Slacklife Philosophy to complete my dream by laying out how I
would accomplish it (literally) step by step-- extrapolated over a timeline.
Just like a slackline, I identified my goal of the free solo record as the end of
the line, but I had to learn to embrace every step across the line to reach my
goal. But, the record was simultaneously (a.) the sign of the confidence to
able to walk any highline unleashed, as well as (b.) an exit plan to certifiably
have a goal that when I reach it, I would maybe be able to stop taking the risk
of the consequence of death, to push my goals. However, I felt that the fire in

my heart would never subside-- even with an exit plan. The most dark,
daunting, whispers in the back of my mind was always, "You need an exit
plan, otherwise, you will eventually draw an "X" out of the deck." So outside of
everything, breaking the record was my way of hopefully tricking myself to
quit. For there was one thing that I knew for sure. I would either break the
record, or I was going to die trying.
When I started to break down how I would attempt the record I came to the
conclusion that there are 52 weeks in a year and in 2009, I wanted to walk 1
highline a week to maximize my currency in balance and rigging, and forfeit
as much of my time into the pragmatic exploration of every detail of
Highlining. Finding a line, discovering anchors, rigging uniquely, and sending
the line in control, every step. This goal of 52 highlines a year became 100 lines
in a year 2010, and then 100 lines AND 1 a week FREE SOLO by 2011; I ended
2011 with 64 free solos.
I figured that a total of 52 Free solos in a calendar year would keep my mind
current enough for long enough, to be able to have a chance at the record. All
of these High lines were supposed to be different and (hopefully) newly
established Highlines. It seemed to me like all of a sudden I was free soloing
a highline at least once a week, just to stay current. All so that I could
continue my intimate relationship with the fear of death, consistently, all year
round. Otherwise, I felt as if I would surely fail, paying the ultimate price of
death.
Andy Lewis Journal Entry (unedited) - 11/18/2011
“Trusting myself was the challenge. Continuously fighting
my thoughts. Questioning my intuition. “Dying would be
so easy,” I thought. Slip once off of any part of the line; and
that’s it. D.e.a.d. dead. I found myself sitting on the
highline free solo; hovering hundreds of feet high. I backed
off the line without even standing up. Beautiful. Endless.
Magnificent. My confidence was shrunken by the massive
red desert cliffs that fell away into the exposure. Enthralled;
hypnotized by the idea of the solo walk. But, this was not
just any free solo. This was THE free solo. 180ft long, 200 ft
high. If I were to walk this line free solo, it would be longest

in slackline history. No cavalleties. No net. No safety leash.
Just me, my slackline, and the emptiness.
“All year,” I thought, as I paced around our base
camp. I have been soloing all year. Up until this moment I
had wanted to walk 52 different highlines free solo; 1 for
every week of the year. A couple days before I rigged this
line, I finished my 52 solos, more than a month early! I had
no need to solo this line. I had already achieved my goal. I
had not been thinking about walking this line specifically.
Nor, would I have ever dreamed that I could walk it solo.
But then it hit me. I had been walking all these lines-- just
for this moment. This wasn’t time to think about goals, or
numbers, or what my body would sound like when it hit
the sandstone hundreds of feet below the line… It was time
to be me. It was time to do what I do best. It was time to
show myself what I had trained all year to accomplish.
Even though I didn’t know I was going to… I had to walk
this line free solo.
After 7 hours I scooted out just past the edge like the
many times I had done before, but this time I stood up. I
gained control and took step after step. My eyes locked on
the anchor across the canyon. I was nearly halfway out on
the line when it happened. I mis-stepped… I instantly lost
control and all my worst fears came true as I fell. Being in
mid air felt like slow motion. I was forced to catch myself! I
screamed at the top of my lungs!~ not out of anger or
frustration, but pure exhilaration. I had a smile from cheek
to cheek and i couldn't believe where i was!~ Dangling,
literally by a thread, in the middle of space. Bouncing in
the exposure I felt so trapped and so free at the same time.
I was alive, but couldn’t stand up again;

there wasn’t

enough control. I was 100ft from either cliff edge… with no
rope. It took me a few minutes.. but, I scooted back safely.
I felt so relieved to be back on the cliff, but I was
ready to try again. I felt so solid, the rig was perfect, and I
just new I could walk it. I wasn't scared this time, but I also
wasn't as focused. I started out stronger and faster than
the last time, but O got about 15 steps out and I fell and
caught again!

I came back to the ledge noticeably

peeking on adrenaline. I could feel my whole body pulsing
with power. I kept pacing and my mind was racing.
Everyone around me could see my eyes were glazed over
with something powerful.
I was questioning whether or not I wanted to walk
this line, but I couldn't stop thinking about the edge, the
mount, the line, the tension, the focus, being in the
exposure, being free, being perfect, being attentive, being
alive.... I had to try again. I was being pulled by an outside
force. I was going to send this line, i just knew it.
I scooted out about 3 ft and stood up on the line again. I
forced myself to focus, take my time, and started walking.
Then something started happening, something really
strange.
My vision started to change and go crazy, and i
couldn't do anything about it. I was literally losing control
of my vision but at the same time I was accessing some
other higher mental state. I couldn't focus on the end of
the line like usual. I was having a hard time breathing
smoothly, and everything started blurring out... slowly
being banished from my focus.. everything except for the
brilliant white of the highline beneath my feet vanished.
The exposure, the background of the hills, even the sky was
absorbed into this uncontrollable blur. i felt as if I was not

fully able to be control my own actions. I was being
subconsciously controlled by my own brain. Like my heart
and my lungs working without thinking, I felt as if I was
being walked across this line by my subconscious. By the
time i reached the end of the line i was so far gone into this
mental state that i couldn't get back to normal for hours. I
couldn't eat, or stop smiling. I felt like I could run miles, or
climb everest. I wanted to scream across the valley. I have
never felt so alive, so in tuned, so mentally and physically
affected by only 2 minutes on the line. Even later that night
I couldn’t sleep.
“Something powerful walked me across that line,” I
thought laying in bed that night. I didn't know what it was,
or how it worked… but I had never felt so potently in touch
with myself. I kissed the back of my girlfriend's neck, closed
my eyes, and tried to settle my mind to sleep.”
Re-reading this reflection of my world record solo was a bit intense as the
emotions I put into writing spilled back into my soul. Every word and every
feeling is so memorable and so familiar. I remember it as if it were the day it
happened and I love the fact that I took the time to put my experience into
words, not knowing how meaningful the reflection of it would be later in my
life.
I find it interesting to break down this literary experience I created as it is
littered with emotion as well as valuable insight to the previous chapter. I
gave examples of qualitative analysis: “ Continuously fighting my thoughts,”
and “Dying would be so easy.” I also gave examples of quantitative analysis:
“Up until this moment I had wanted to walk 52 different highlines free solo; 1
for every week of the year. A couple days before I rigged this line, I finished
my 52 solos, more than a month early!”
I was literally balanced in my
thoughts both qualitatively and quantitatively. I had obviously analyzed the
risk I was taking, thoroughly, and it is VERY apparent that I was FULLY-maybe DREADFULLY-- aware of the worse case scenario-- the ultimate
consequence of a quick and probably painless death upon failure.

This is where I would like to make a point that my action to get on this line
however rational I may have made it seem to my brain, was still completely
irrational. To the public, to my friends, to my family, and even to the people at
the highline with me at the time... there really was no apparent reason for me
to risk walking this line without protection. They supported the idea simply
because… they really had no choice but to try to help me have the confidence
to SUCCEED. There was no point in supporting my failure because no one
wanted to see me die.
The only real reason that I could come up with of why I got on the line that
day was that I knew that I could. I knew that I had practiced. I knew that I
had been waiting patiently for my time to come. I knew that this would
complete my goal. I knew I was ready and if there was anytime to get on this
highline and attempt to walk it free solo…. The time was NOW. “It was time to
be me. It was time to do what I do best. It was time to show myself what I
had trained all year to accomplish. “
Now I hadn’t labeled it yet, but
this entry is maybe my oldest
documented use of definition
positive thinking. For all intents
and purposes, yes, I am saying,
even
IRRATIONALLY,
one
benefits from disallowing the
assumption of failure. Positive
thinking, and confidence of
success is the first step to
inspire, promote, and drive
forward progression. I can, I will,
I want!
Never forget that this is a
non-stop mental battle. Energy
can be destroyed by letting
yourself get caught in the
merry-go-round
of
fearful,
negative thinking. Sometimes it
happens almost instantaneously.
If you need progression, you will

have to TRY YOUR HARDEST. You must focus your energy. You will also
need to know when that moment comes, and you are afraid, you will have a
choice on how to act. Choose a positive reaction. If you have the time, take
the time to balance and analyze your risk vs consequence, but when it comes
down to it…. You must embrace the moment with the power of positive
thinking! For you will never succeed at ANYTHING, if you don't try; and when
you assume failure… you will never even take a first step.
To this day, I am the only Slackliner in the world to have achieved the the Free
solo World Record(2010 - 132ft / 2011 - 180’) , The Highline World Record (2010 100m highline), and been Overall Trickline World Champion (in 2008, 2009,
2010, and 2011).
During my quest for the records, I caught the eye of major filmmakers who
captured, edited, and promoted a video called “ Sketchy Andy,” and my story
was presented as a main feature movie in REEL ROCK 2011/12 (possibly the
largest Outdoor Adventure Film Tour in the World.) It was a heartwarming
movie dedicated to the Slacklife that won awards worldwide, toured through
more than 20 countries, and was shown more than 350 times in that tour. It
gained so much popular attention that it won me the coveted cover shot of
the European Outdoor Film Tour Poster. That cover shot was given to only
the most legendary adventurers of all time--including Dean Potter, my
hero--and it was a huge honor for me. I was completely shocked by the
endless flow of positive attention... and then the phone rang.
I was invited to be on the Super Bowl HalfTime Show! I ended up solidifying a
gig with Madonna, doing a duet,
center stage, LIVE, in front of
nearly 120 million people.
I
couldn't believe it, but I knew
that it was something I would
love to do. I worked for 2 months
rehearsing and designing my
duet with Madonna and my
dream
of
introducing
the
slackline to as many people as
possible It was attention I could
not imagine….120 million people
got to be exposed to Slacklining, INSTANTLY. I was ecstatic.

My performance threw me into the spotlight and gave me the ability to chase
my dreams like I had never imagined possible before. My Slacklines turned
into Guinness Book World Records, TV recordings, Hot Air Balloons
connected with Slacklines, LIVE shows in VEGAS, more contests, and more
time to slack. I was literally blasted to a new level of sporting attention, giving
me an unbelievable reach to a massive international community.
I started to plan bigger things.
I
wanted to bring the
community together. I wanted
to be able to share the
experience, not by speaking,
but by action. Since my
college career at Humboldt
State, where I graduated
valedictorian of his class, I had
been developing “tree nets.”
The jumbled platforms of
tangled cords, knots, and
ropes became more organized
unique pieces of art. And then I had an idea that changed the sport yet
again: Space nets.
I helped create a massive highline festival in the Moab desert with friend and
adventurer photographer Scott Rogers and Terry Acomb (Father of the Fruit
Bowl Highline Area in Moab, Utah.) By the time I had come up with the Space
Net idea, the festival was in its 5th year. However, when the space net was
first rigged for the eyes and hearts of the entire community, it gave
something that everyone needed: a universal connection. Part of the genius
of the net was that without the help of MANY other people, it just wasn't
possible.
The connection of the community was actually a prerequisite to share the
experience of the Space Net to the community. Needless to say, the Space
Net brought the community together on a platform (pun intended) of shared
experience. Shared workload, shared responsibility, and provided a beautiful
SHARED EXPERIENCE. An experience that will be shared yearly, indefinitely;
surrounded by… you guessed it-- Slacklife.

The connection between the different groups of sports athletes was
something profound. Climbers, Highliners, and BASE jumpers were ALL
hanging out together. A first in the long history of Moab. But the real
connection I was looking to help inspire was between the Adventure Athletes
and “Normal people.” I
wanted to be able to
give someone with
limited exposure to
these sports a safe and
unique gift to the
insight
of
why
adventurers live the
way they do. Funny
enough, it worked.
The Pentagon Space
net, without use of
words or convoluted
explanations, showed people WHY I did what I did, and why there were full on
communities of people who did what they did. It was a visceral, palpable,
relatable, safe, repeatable way to SHARE the EXPERIENCE that moved me so
much in me life. Jokingly, I would say, “Really, I got tired of trying to explain
why I loved these sports, and the net gave me the ability to say, ‘Why do I do
this? Well, go take a look for yourself!’”
Today, I continue to teach slacklining, train slacklining, pushing myself to
learn, grow, build, and solidify the community around me. I have dealt with
mitigating risks of the most dangerous sports in the world to help thousands
of people safely enjoy and share the experience I have had. I have continued
explain and share my exploration of studying, analyzing, testing, and creating
all aspects of Slackline-- pushing the concept of Slacklife. To this day, I still
believe anyone can Slackline and that it will improve everyone's life
dramatically.”

The Slack Revolution
Between Dean and Andy’s widely publicized feats, Gibbon Slackline’s
development of the simple ratchet-strap slackline setup in 2007, and the rise
of the Internet, there was a worldwide explosion of the sport. People all over
the planet could now easily set up a slackline and share their knowledge of
tricks and rigging through forums and social media. There are now slackers,
highliners, trickliners, festivals, and competitions in almost every country in
the world. People are establishing and making first ascents of lines nearly
every day. Gear innovation has shot through the roof; there are hundreds of
types of webbings made from different materials with different weave
patterns and stretch capabilities that all offer their own unique walk.
However, our sport had to go through one more revolution to get to where it
is at today. As slackers started exploring the potentials of longlining and
pushing bigger and bigger highlines,
we slowly started to realize that our
style of rigging and walking may
have to change to accomplish these
feats. What happened next allowed
us to push past into explored
territories faster than anyone ever
thought possible.
Ben Plotkin-Swing explains the
phenomenon perfectly in his article
The Slack Revolution written for the
Balance Community Blog:
“We call it a slackline, but as recently
as 2 or 3 years ago the future
seemed to be in making lines tighter
and tighter. Slackline discussion
groups were saturated with talk on
how to combine pulleys and brakes
and multipliers to tension a slackline
with as much mechanical advantage
as possible. In all the talk of 9:1 this,

and 15kn that, there was an implicit assumption that as lines got longer they
would need to get tighter. Today, that assumption has been refuted, and
possibly inverted. Online conversation is dominated by phrases like “hand
tension” and “sag is swag”. A few years ago, it was commonly believed that a
tighter line is an easier line. Now, it is an open secret that boundary-pushing
lines are considered much harder to tame when they are tight. Low tension is
seen as both cool and expedient. . . .
Slacklining wouldn’t be what it is today without the dual influences of rock
climbing culture combined with the new availability of webbing that is
strong, light, flat, and affordable. Without this new material, it seems unlikely
that the climbers’ rest-day activity of balancing on chains between posts in
the parking lot would lead to a new movement. But nylon webbing is a staple
in rock climbing gear, and once it was discovered that webbing feels nice to
walk on, a new kind
of funambulism was
born.
The
full
significance of the
change was probably
not obvious at the
time, since walking
on a short rope or
chain is not that
different
from
walking on a short
piece of webbing. In
those
early
days,
webbing
was
adopted because it is
cheap, easy to carry
around, and is flat so
it doesn’t roll under
your foot like a rope. It took another 30 years for the new possibilities that
webbing opened up to begin to be realized. . .
We can only speculate about the logic behind the choice of the name
slackline. I’ve always thought it must have been chosen to be in opposition to
the established concept of a “tightrope”. That initial impulse towards
difference is then immediately contradicted by the practice of making the

line as tight as possible, which makes it easier to walk, at least in the short
term. The inversion of “tight” to “slack” was woven into the sport at the very
beginning, even if it was initially more wordplay than action. . . .
Slacklining grew and styles proliferated, but the thread I want to follow is the
attempt to walk longer and longer slacklines. Throughout the 90s and 00s,
this project was synonymous with finding ways to make the line tighter.
There are two main reasons for this: line height, and walkability. At this point
slacklines were usually rigged between two trees with relatively flat ground in
between. As the distance between trees gets larger, the slackline needs to
either be tighter or higher in the trees in order
to prevent the slackliner from touching the
ground in the middle of the line. Since there is
a limit to how high one can safely dismount a
line, eventually the line must be made tighter
to be made longer. In the words of longline
pioneer Jerry Miszewski:
“When I first started slacklining, people
weren't walking giant lines yet. The only guy
that was, Damian Cooksey, was using chain
hoists and klemheist knots to tension the line.
There was no thought about how much sag
the line should have or how high the anchors
should be. It was just thought that the line
should be low enough to reach and tight
enough to not touch the ground in the
middle.”
In addition to this practical reason for high tension was the belief that the
walk would be easier that way. This was probably true at the time, but it lead
the sport into a kind of cul-de-sac. . . . adding tension helps keep the wiggles
under control as long as the line weight is not a big factor, but once the line
gets long enough that it wiggles no matter what, high tension makes them
heavier and more potent. The solution isn’t just a little more or less tension,
but a total change in walking style. But if your training progression has been
to tighter and tighter lines, the big jump sideways to very loose and long lines
may not be possible. You may have to backtrack, and start again along a
different path.

In the background of the progression to longer and tighter lines there were
some who preferred to walk looser lines. There were a certain amount of
bragging rights associated with walking a looser version of a line, and while
some claimed to prefer loose lines, a lot of people assumed they just liked
making things more difficult for themselves.
At the same time that Jerry Miszewski was developing and popularizing the
rigging strategies and webbings needed for extremely high tension lines, he
was also one of the early advocates for lower tensions. In his words:
“Once I started to get into lines that were longer than 400 feet, I started to
realize that the difficulty changes with how much tension there is on the line.
I played around a lot with different tensions on different lengths and found a
happy medium between keeping the anchor height reasonable and keeping
the walkability high. . . .

So what is going on here? To
complete this story using the
concepts we’ve developed,
the discovery here is that
while loose means more
wiggles, the wiggles have less
mass to them. If the line
hangs like a noodle, giving it a
shimmy while trying to
maintain balance doesn’t set
big sections of the line
swinging together the way it
can with a tighter line. In the
context of highlines, another contribution to this effect is a loose backup that
hangs in loops below the main line, but that is a topic for another day.
Learning this loose line style is more difficult and intimidating to begin with,
but the road of progression it offers is longer than the tight line alternative.
This has been definitively shown by the recent explosion of new slackline
records, all at relatively low tensions. . . .
This progression towards big, loose lines is really the story of slacklining
finding its true identity. Until recently, it had been kind of a dirtbag’s version

of tightrope walking. Slackliners kept track of their own "world records", but
they weren't truly significant because tightrope artists had previously done
many bigger and more impressive things. And as slacklining progressed in
the tighter lines direction, the amount of gear and infrastructure needed for a
line was also starting to head in the direction of the tightrope: heavy and
impractical.
In the new era of loose lines, slackliners are crossing gaps in a style that has
never been pursued before. . . . And unlike a tightrope, a loose slackline can be
rigged fast and light. Even the biggest lines can go up and down in a matter
of a few days, and they can be put up in natural areas in a "leave no trace"
style. The kind of minimalism that loose lines allow is also what is propelling
new explorations into alpine highlining. Just a few years ago doing a highline
in the mountains meant hauling a heavy pulley system to tension the line.
We're now able to leave that behind, which is allowing us to consider more
ambitious and remote projects.”
Breaking Barriers
This transition from tight to
loose lines is what helped Jerry
Miszewski break into the 1000 ft
highline range in 2014, Nathan
Paulin and Danny Mensik to
break the kilometer highline
mark in 2016, and Pablo
Signoret, Nathan Paulin, and
Lucas Miliard to break the MILE
in 2017. Ben Plotkin-Swing was
correct in his assessment when
he wrote: “This loose line
revolution
has
changed
slacklining from a rough copy of
tightrope walking into a legitimately new human activity, and the frontiers it
has opened up are being explored right now.” [The Slack Revolution]

Segments
Longer lines presented many risks. The biggest being if the main line broke,
the fall on the backup webbing would be enormous. Also, only the rich and
sponsored slackers could rig 1KM+ projects. So in
2017, Slacktivity introduced a new webbing
called Y2K, and being low stretch/high tech
webbing designed for 200+ meter lines, it was
only available in this new concept where every
main piece you buy is a certain length (typically
50 meters) and the backup was a bit longer at 53
meters. Now called segmented highlines, this

revolutionized highlining to be safer at
longer lengths and to be scalable by just
connecting as many pieces needed. The
Y2K system was only available on the 1
expensive webbing and not widely used
until Slack Inov developed the Inov Split
where the main and backup webbing can interconnect by criss crossing soft
shackles. Now any webbing with a sewn loop can be connected to another
webbing with a sewn loop allowing groups of friends to combine their
webbings together for large projects without the need to drop $10,000 or
$20,000 on giant continuous piece of webbing. This also allowed lower
highlines to be done since if one segment failed, a person only drops about 10
meters. Ryan Jenks publicly cut 1 kilometer of irreplaceable spider silk
webbing into 50m sections
on HowNOTtoHighline which
helped catalyze many to not
only purchase many small
pieces but to take existing
long pieces of webbing and
cut them.
Since split
technology became popular,
many
other
styles
of
segmenting
webbings
became available such as

Dura La Vida loops offered by Raed Slacklines and designed by Fer Kpok.
Additional technologies popped up like the soft thimble by Aki Slacklines
making the loops full strength when used with a soft shackle, whereas before
they reduced the strength by around 10% to 30% from pinching the loop. In
2019, the 2KM world record in Asbestos, Quebec was rigged by a team led by
Dany Bouchard on about 40 pairs of Y2K webbing and sent by Mia Noblet
and Lukas Irmler.
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Honor System
Everything we have is FREE…sort of.... not free to make. We believe
information on how to be safe or in this case slackline history should be
available to everyone on the planet for free. We only make a small percent of
the cost of HowNOTtoHighline off youtube ads. The rest is ALL DONATIONS.
I, Ryan, am still the largest donor and I hope to at least break even so only my
time, lots and lots of time, is donated. We will always put 100% back into this
channel. It currently costs about $1500 a month if we don’t create new break
test machines to operate so if you watch all the episodes and read all of the
resources, please consider spotting us $20 on PayPal or Venmo or become a
monthly Patron, I did start an instant coffee business to help supplement the
cost of HowNOTtoHighline instead of making gear. We want to be fully
independent from gear companies, either paid sponsorship or making our
own branded gear. So please support our new coffee business at Juno
Coffee.

Kimberly Weglin
Kim did a ton of research on the history
of tight rope walkers and the beginnings
of the sport we all love today. Apparently
walking the thin line has always
captivated people and now we can see
how it has evolved through the ages
through her book.
Kim was born and raised in Sacramento,
California. For college, she attended UC
Davis where she earned a degree in
Managerial Economics with a focus in
Agricultural, Environmental, and Natural
Resource Economics. Like most people, she was not passionate about her
degree and never used it. Instead, she decided to take a year off, travel the
world while bartending, and then go back to school and earn a law degree.
After a year of traveling, mixing up drinks at the Pub, and living the slacklife,
she didn't want to stop. She was soon accepted into UC Davis Law School, but
that still didn't feel right to her. She ended up turning that down in search of
that career that lit her heart on fire (or at least made her feel an ounce of
passion). To live the slacklife more, she started her own business, she dove
headfirst into the wedding industry making signage and writing
calligraphy--a longtime hobby of hers. She knew nothing about running a
business, but she did her best to figure it out along the way. Soon enough,
she was able to quit bartending and work on growing her business full time.
From there, she started teaching herself about digital design and graphic art,
and is currently finding her passion and flow in the world of design. She now
lives in Colorado and you can follow along with all her bendiness and
shenanigans on F
 acebook and on Instagram.
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